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CHAPTER-I 

INTRODUCTION 

Of the three basic dynamic demograPhic processes working 

continuously on a population - birth, death and migration - the one 

directlY concerned with economic develoPment, both as determinant 

and consequence, is migration. Migration of population rePresents 

the flow of human resources from one area to another and, along 

with it1 the redistribution not only of human but also of material 

resources and its attendant economic manifestation.s. Migration is a 

direct and tangible measure of a country's population Policy whether 

consciously or unconsciously articulated, and also an instrument of 

achieving economic, social and cultural regionalization. Also as an 

instrument of levelling or accentuating regional differences and 

imbalances, migration functions as a direct tool of development 
1 planning. 

Migration, that has so many advantages and disadvantages 

to a country's economy is said to be very limited in India and in 

support of tnis, data on internal migration based on Place of birth 

have been quoted from the Census. For example, in 1901 only 3.3 Per 

cent of persons were enumerated in States other than the State of 

place of birth. The Proportion was only 3 per eent according to 

the 1951 Census and it was a8ain 3.3 per cent according to 1961 

1. .Asok Mitra - unPublished Background PaPers prepared for Inter
regional Seminar on aPPlication of demographic data and studle s 
to development Plannirig, Kleve, September 19S9, P• 132. 
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census.2 It must be noted here that, in all these cases the unit 

of observation was the State and not the place of enumeration. The 

1961 Census collected data for the first time with reference to the 

exact place of' enumeration and this reveals a very different picture. 

According to the 1961 Census definition, almost one third 

(144.1 million out of 439 million) or 30.7 Per cent of India's 

population was migrant (enumerated at a place other than that of 

birth). But out of these migrants, more than two-thirds about 67.6 

Per cent were fanales which is associated with their marriage. Male 

migration is, in fact, the true index to economic mobility in the 

Indian context. In 19611 79.2 per cent of the males were enumerated 

at the place of birth, another 10.1 per cent elsewhere within the 

district of birth. Thus, nearly 90 per cent of the male population 

wa.s recorded within its native district which indicates the general 

immobility of India's Population. Nonetheless, 10.7% of' the male 

population which migrated outside its native district, and another 

10.1% which moved within it together make more than 47 million, a 

figUre which approaches the PoPulation of countries like the U.K., 
3 

France and Italy. 

Great economic and social imPortance is a ttachea. to the 

migration of the rural population to towns. The 1961 Census data 

show that 73.7% of the migrants moved within rural areas. Another 

2. Ashish Bose- Studies in India's Urbanization, 1901-1971, 
Institute of Economic Growth, 1973, p.7. 

a. G.s. Gosal and G. Krishan -Patterns of Internal Migration in 
India, People on the move (Ed.) Leszek A. Kosinski and. R. 
Mansell Prothero, Mathuen & Co. Ltd., London, 1975. 



14.~ were involved in rural to urban migration. Urban to urban 

migrants accounted. for 8 per cent of the total and the remaining 

few were the urban to rural migrants. 

3 

In the study of growth of urban PoPulation, internal 

migration occupies an important place. Internal movements have been 

observed during various d.ecades, to be of some importance, p~ticu

larly PoPulation transfers from villages to towns though there has 

been found a trend towards the rapid growth of cities due not only 

to influx from rural areas but also to considerable migration from 
4 

smaller urban places. 

The decennial rate of growth of urban population in India . 
moved from 0.35 Per cent in 1901-1911 to 38.20 Per cent in 196J.-71. 

This considerable imProvement in the rate of growth of urban popu

lation in India; indicates an accelerating Process of urbanization. 

When urbanization is viewed .1n relation to total populat~on, we find 

that the Percentage of urban population to total population has gone 

up ffom 10.84 in 1901 to 19.91 per cent in 1971. Thus the rate of 

urbanization cannot be said to be very high. But the overall 

Picture of urbanization becomes very int~resting when we see 

percentage distribution of urban population by classes of towns 

according to the size of the population. The most interesting 
. 

feature that emerges is the increasing role of class I cities 

4. G.s. ·Gosal and G. Krishan- Patterns of Internal Migration 
in lndiat op. oit.t P• 201. 



(PoPulation 100,000 and over). In 19011 the percentage 

of population in class I cities to total population 

was 2. 61 which has reached 10.96 in 1971. On the 

other hand Percentage of population in towns with less 

than 100.000, persons to the tot/il PoPulation o:f India 

v.as B. 23 in 1901 which has moved to B. 95 in 1971. Thus 

the population of class I cities has experienced an 

increase of 8.35 Percentage Points whereas the population 

of towns with PoPulation below 100,000 could gain only 

5 
0.72 in its percentage to total population in 70 years. 

Table I summarizes these figures. 

5. Aslan Mahmood - Patterns of Migration into Indian 
Cities and their Socio-Economic Correlates - A 
Multivariate Regional Analysis, M .Phil Disserta
tion (unPublished) 1975, P. v. 

4 
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Table-1 

Growth of Urban Population. in India: 1901-1971 

:Urban PoPU-: i or popu-: % of popu-: % of POPU- ;I increase 
Year alation as ~: 1ation in •·lation in : lation in :in the ur-

sof total s class I • towns with: class I :Cban popu-• 
:population : towns to • population: oities to :lation per • 
• • total : less than : to'ta.l ur- $decade • 
I : population: 100,000 to: ban POPU- • • 
! : 1 total po- ' lation : 
I I : pulation • l • 

1901 10.84 2.61 8.23 24.08 

1911 10.29 2.57 7.72 24.95 o.3s 

1921 11.18 3.02 8.16 27.04 8.27 

1931 11.99 3.41 8.59 28.39 19.12 

1941 13.86 5.02 8.84 36.25 31.97 
·. 

1951 17.29 ?.32 9.97 42.32 41.14 

1961 17.97 8 .• 69 9.27 48-.36 26.41• 

1971 19.91 10.96 8.95 55 .. 06 38.20 

• The definition of a town has been changed in 1961 and the 1961 
and 1971 figures· are according to· the definition of 19 61. 

Source -

Adapted from ~ Mahmood • s Patterns of Migration into Indian 
Cities and their Socio-Economic Correlates - A Multivariate 
Regional Analysis, M.Phil Dissertation, 19?5, p.VI. 

N.B. 1) All the figures from 1901 to 1961 are found in Census of 
India 1961, General Population Tables Part II-A(i) on the 
following pages -

a) Total Population of India on page 181 
b) Total urban population of India on page 54 
c) Total population of class I towns on page 363 

2) Figures of 1971 are taken from Census of Inaia 1971, 
.Paper I of 1972, Final Population Tables. 
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It is significant that about two-thirds of the 

decennial urban population increases have occurred in cities 

of more than 100,000 PoPulation. This imPlies that these 

large centres are still expanding in industrial and commercial 

activities. claiming at the same time a comparatively large 

share in construction activities, public amenities end transport 

services. 6-

It seems from the above discussion that the process of 

urbanization in India is being mainly Polarized in the big urban 

agglomerations and thus the population of big cities is growing 

much faster in relation to the population of other urban centres 

6 

and the rest of the country. The relative rapid growth of population 

of cities in India is mainly caused by internal migration into th~ 

cities from the rest of the country. 

Practically in all the countries of the worldt the rate 

of increase in the size of their cities) &s revealed by their 

census reports, shows that 1n majority of cases migration has played 
- -

a dominant role in the process of urbanization. i.e., the city 

populations bav e grov.n more as a result of a net fav curable balance 

of migration (excess of in-migration over out-migration) than of 

the natural rate of increase in their PoPulation (excess of births 

over d.eaths). In case of India also, migration plays quite an 

important part. 

6. Oensus of India, 1961, Paper No.I of 1962, P.ix. 



Thus, the study of internal migration is very imPortant 

· since it has immense economic, social and political significance. 

Migration has been considered as a synonymous of the Progress of the 

country; Ravenstein remarked, "Migration means life and Progress; 

a sedentary population stagnation.tt 7 In an economically developing 

country, migration occurs because of several reasons. It can be 

argued that a high rate of progress entails a Population which is 

cont~ually in a state of flux, responding quickly to new oPPortuni

ties and reacting swiftly to diminishing opportunities. Hence 

migration can be said as a healthy sign of econanic Progress. 

·Migration occurs not only from rural areas but also from 

urban areas. Intra-urban migration is also an imPortant component 
8 

of Indian migration. Intra-urban migration due to economic reasons 

is mainly directed towards industr~al towns and big cities. 

But industrialization has not been the inost important 

c9.use of urbanization in India. In ind.ustrial America and Europe, 

urbanization occurred in response to the demand for labour from 

industry, while in India it is due mainly to lack of demand in the 

rural areas. Urban areas in India grow significantly by receiving 

migrants from the rural areas but in many cases the movement is one 

from rural under employment to urban unemployment.9 

g. 

E.G. Ravenstein .. The Laws of Migration, "Jour.nal of the Royal 
Statistical Societb 52, June 1889, p. 288. 

M.K. Premi - Outmigrating Towns in India: An Analysis of their 
Socio-demographic Characteristics, Paper contributed to.Census 
Centenary Seminar, New Delhi, October 1972. 

G.c. K. Peach - 11Urbanization in Indian in Urbanization and its 
pxoblemsi Beckinsale R.P. and Houstan J.M. (eds.), ~la6kwe11, 
6Xi'ord, 968. 



Despite immense economic, social and political 

importance of migration. the characteristics of m.igrants 

have reoeiv ed inadequate attention from scholars. So far 

researchers have largely ignored the indi~iduality of human 

beings and how does 1 t differ from one territorial unit to 

another. Geographers have always been interested in 

population structure as it varies territorially between 

countries; regions and rural areas. The need to analyse 

:the migration - stimulating effects of various demographic 

10 
forces have been stressed by Bogue and Za cbariah also. 

Hence an attempt has been made here to study the 

educational and occupational structure of ~n-migrants to 

class I cities in relation to their economic base. 

10. D.J. Dogue and rr.c. ·Zachariah - 'Urbanization and 
Uigratio.n in India• in India's Urban Future (ed.) 

.Roy Turner, University of tia11£ornla Press, p.127. 

8 



OB!J:ECTI\TES AND THE NATURE OF STUDY 

1.2 OBJECTIVES 

It has already been seen that Class I cities (population 

100,000 and over) have been playing an increasingly imPortant role 

in the process of urbanization in India. These cities claimed the 

highest increment of the total increase in urban population. Thus; 

urbanization in India• in the sense of absolute increase in urban 

population has grown much faster than the development of the 

secondary and tertiary sectors. 

Hence it becomes imperative to know as to what kind of 

urbanization is taking Place in India. AJ.?e the rural unemployed 

and illiterate PeoPle being transferred to these urban areas? 

Whether rural migrants are being redistributed or disPlaced in the 

urban areas with no consequent or definite change in their occupa

tional Pattern? What seems to be taking place is an urban growth 

at gigantic ProPortions fed by the rural stream to an extremely 

distorted and unbalanced regional develoPment both at horizontal 

and vertical scale. 

So far references have been made to the evidence of 

differential population movements in the Provinces, districts and 

cities. It has been noticed that most· of the researchers have 

quantified the internal movements of the population and very few 

of them have studied migrants fJ:"om the point of view of their 

9 
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socio-economic characteristics. Knowledge of the selective nature 

of migration is very imPortant in assessing the problems that arise 

and those that face the economic and social planners. 

Thus, the main objectives of this study are to answer the 

following questions: 

{i) .Are the persons who move to the cities the better 

educated villagers or the illiterates. and how d.o 

their levels of education differ accoxding to the 

economic base of the cities? 

(ii) What kinds of jobs do the migrants get in the 

cities after leaving their native Places and how 

do they fulfil the educational demands of various 

occuPations? 

(iii) Do the migrants differ substantially as far as levels 

of education are concerned, from the people at the 

destination? 

1.3 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

In a develoPing country like India cba.racter,i;zed by the 

existence of a traditional social strucu1re, free migration of the 

populace has paramount implications for economic, political and 

cultural aspects manifested largely in the educational attainments 

of the inmigrating and outrnigrating people of different regions. 

Rural to urban migration has assumed special significance in the 

Process of migration in the developing regions of the world because 
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of its .immense potentiality of inflating the urban population, 

of creating and accentuating the inequality between the two areas 

in terms of ed.ucational attainments of the PoPulation and their 

income and wealth and of leadfng to socio-Politico-economic 

disequilibrium. In this context, the educational selectivity of the 

rural-urban migrants is supposed to have important bearing on the 

inter-regional transfer of capital and the pattern and pace of 

economic development. 

Migration of the PoPulation from one area to another is 

based on economic calculations in terms of costs. and benefits• It 

is, therefore, selective of aget sex, oocup~tion and educational 

attainments of the .potential migrants. The Positive relationship 

of Propensity to migrate with educational levels has placed the 

rural-urban relationship in a special framework in recent years. 

Hence, the present study aims to measure, first of all, that the 

proPortion of migrants vary according to the economic base of the 

city. As urbanization is taken as synonymous of industrialization 

it is eXPected that the ProPortion of migrants would be higher in 

those urban areas which have industrial or service base. 

Secondly, the study would measure the educational 

characteristics of the migrants with r~ference to the economic base 

of the city. It would also try to clear the apprehensions shown 

by Bogue and Zachariah1 when they said, nln India, the propensity 

1. D.J. Bogue and K.o. Zachariah, op. cit., PP• 53-54. 
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to migrate to urban areas esPecially the cosmopolitans where the 

chances of employment are quite high, is higher among literates than 

illiterates and that as the level of education rises, the tendency 

to travel greater distances to seek emPloyment increases." But our 

data do not allow to analyse this fully as no data have been given 

for the PeoPle at origin. Bogue has Pointed out that since migration 

is always selectives therefore, there are migration differentials in 

many of the socio-economic and demographic traits of migrants. Those . 
traits which generate sharp migration differentials 1 according to 

him, are age, sex ratio, urban and rural residence, education, 

occupation, etc.~ :Education differential~ for migrants and non 

migrants (Residents at the place of destination) will also be found 

out in a few million plus cities to highlight their differences with 

those of the latter. 

Thirdly, the study will also try to establish the relation

ship between the functional category of the city and the occupational 

categories in which migrants are most frequently found • To be more 

specific, the study would discover as to which are the occupations 

that attract the migrants the most. 

In brief, it is always very imPortant to know the socio

econanic characteristics of the People who are flooding the already 

over-crowded cities and Posing a Problem before the planners. 

2. D.J. Bogile -Principles of De_mog;aphy, John Wiley (1969), pp.753-55. 



It is also equally worthwhile to know as to how are they absorbed 

in various occuPations according to their levels of education. 

13 

The whole study has been organised. in the following way: 

Chapter II of this study is devoted for the description 

of the study area, data that are used in the study and the analytical 

aPProach to t.he problem. ·This Chapter has four sections. Section 

one deals with the delimitation of the study area.. Second section 

contains the avallabili ty of the data on migration and the general 

list of the variables used in this study, their sources and reasons 

of their choice. Shortcomings and limitations have been discussed 

under the third section. The methodology and the analytical 

procedures have been discussed in section four. 

The results of the analyses have been discussed. in 

Chapters third to five. The regional patterns of volume of migrants· 

have been interpreted and discussed in Chapter III. The regi.onal 

patterns of educational and occupational characteristics of migrants 

in relation to the economic base of the city have been discussed iri 

ChaPters IV and V respectively. In Chapter VI the educational 

composition of migra.nt·s has been ccmpared "-i th those of non-migrants 

(residents at the Place of destmation). 

In Chapter VII, conclusions from the foregoing chapters 

are drawn, a few comments are also made on them. The basic findings 

and the contribution in the field of internal migration are mentioned 

and some suggestions are put forward for future studies, those of 

which could not be done 1n this study due to various Protlems and 

limitations. 
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CHAPTER-II 

AREA2 DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

2.1 THE AREA OF STUDY 

To test the hypotheses develoPed in. the preceding 

chapter* class I cities (places with population 100,000 and over) 

have been taken a.s the basic units for analyses; since 

(i) most of the data required for testing the hypotheses 

concerning migrants are not available for other urban centres 

(with population less than 100, 000). 

(ii) Out of all the urban places of India, the Population 
I 

of class I cities has gorwn fastest and in 1971 their population 

constituted 55.06 Per cent of the total urban population of India. 1 

(iii) Large urban centres like class I cities are responsible 

for the major changes in eoonanio structure (non-agricultural) of 

the national economy. 

Besides, four cities with million plus population for 

which more detailed data on migrants are available have been 

taken separately for comparing the educational composition of 

migrant workers with those of' resident workers. The tables given 

for migrants are not given for non-migrants for the rest of cities 

in 1961. Even in these four metroPolises (Calcutta, G. Bombay, 

Delhi and Madras) only workers hiwe been taken because by taking 

workers, the age factor has been controlled to a certain extent. 

1. Aslam Mahmood - op. cit. Table I, P• vi. 



As our hypotheses are related with the functional 

types of the cities, it is necessary first to have a classifi

cation of the cities according to their functions. However, 

as the objective of this study is not to analyse the functional 

classification of the cities, any classification of the cities 

fulfilling the requirements of the present study may be taken 

for granted.. But various attempts made in this regard require 

mentioning. 

2 
Harris, Pownall and Duncan and Reiss are the first to 

be mentioned. 

Harris chooses a fixed percentage a.t or above which a 

city is considered to be specialized in a particular function. 

Pownall used a sJmPle deviation of the percentage of a function 

of a city from the national percentage. Nelson used these 

deviations in 'terms of their ratios to their standard deviation 

in order to determine the intensity with which a function 

sPecializes. 

15 

The first systematic work on functional classification 

of Indian cities is done by Lal. 
3 

He follows a different method 

c.D. Harrisi ttA functional classification of cities in u.s.A." 1 
~ogra;ehica Reyiew XXXIII (Jan '43), pp.B 6-99; Pow.nall L.L., 
"The functions of Newzea.la.nd Towns", Annals of the Association 
of Amerj.can Geographers, XLVII (Dec.l9"5:3J 1 pp.332-oo ana Duncan 
15. Otis and A115ert J. Reiss Jr., nsocial characteristics of 
urban and rural communities 1950, New York, John Wiley & Sons 
(19 65) pp.ll2-ll6. 

Amrit Lal, "Some characteristics of Indian cities of over 
100,000 inhabitants in 1951 with sPecial reference to their 
occupational structure and functional specialization (unpublished 
Ph.D. Dissertation, )Deptt. of Geography, Indiana University, 
1957). 
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for classifying cities. He determines functional sPecialization 

of cities on the basis of ttLocation Q.uotients" given by the Per 

cent of all workers in city in industry y to the median Par cent 

of all workers in industry Y in all the cities. Then, he decides 

to consid.er cities with L.Q. values between 90-109 in any industry 

or service as having a normal specialization. Q.azi Anrnad
4 

has 

divided all the Indian cities into three broad groups vj;.z; (1) 

Northern. cities (2) Central cl.ties and (3) Southern cities by 

taking the scores of ten principal components and usin.g texonomic 

analyses. 

' 

It was Mitra 5 who attempted the functional classification 

of Indian cities for 1961 for the first time. His method requires 

a little more explanation for it has been used in the present study. 

His method of classification is based on the concept 

of dominant functions of a city, using the nine division census 

industrial classification of workers. For each city a percentage 

distribution was made of all workers into seven non agricultural 

industrial categories which were grouped under three rubrics 

A.B .c. as below to take the advantage of triangular coordinates. 
/ 

4. Q.azi Ahmad, n Indian Cities: Characte~istics and Correlates", 
fj.e search Pap fir No.l021 Deptt. of Geography, Chicago Univ er
sity, Illinois, ~965. 

5. Asok Mitra, u Internal Migration and Urbanization", EOAFE 
Working Group on problans of Internal Migration and Urbani
zation, Bangkok, Thailand, l.967, Published by Registrar 
General of India, New Delhi,- 1967, pp.38-8l. 



Group 

Industry - A 

Trade and 
Transport -B . 

Services - c 

Census Industrial Categories
8 

III, IV; V and VI 

VII and VIII 

IX 

17 

The three Percentages of A, B and c, were Plotted on 

the triangular coordinates, then the position of each in the 

field of triangle vas taken as main determinant of its functional 

classification. The method given by him is as follows: 

The intersection of the perpendiculars of an equilateral 
l 

triangle will rePresent 33 - per cent for each A, B and c. Three 
3 

circles are drawn in the triangle taking this intersection Point 

6. Industrial categories 

III 

rJ 

v 
VI 

VII 

VIII 

1X 

Brief DescriRtion 

Forestry, Fish~g, Plantations; 
Mining and Q.uarrying1 etc. 

Household Industry 

Manufacturing other than household 

Construction 

Trade and Commerce 

Transport, Storage and 
Canmunication- · 

Services 
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as centre. The first circle has a radius of 6-2/3 and the second 

has a radius of ll-2/3 and the third of a radius 16-2/3. (l) Any 

city whose all the three coordinates A, B and C fall within the 

first circle will be highly balanced. (2) The city whose coordi

nates fall outside the first circle but inside the second circle 

will be moderately balanced with the sector value farthest away 

from the centre tending to disturb the equllibrium and (3) the 

cities whose coordinates fall outside the two inner circles but 

within the third circle will be ill-balanced the sector value 

farthest away,from the centre accentuating the predominant 

characteristics of the city; and (4) the three coordinates A, B 

and C of any city falling outside the three circles will give the 

town a very pronounced character of that predominant sector the 

value of which pushes its position farthest away from the centre. 

This broad classification is further subdivided in the following 

manner: 

(l) Service cities as high service (i) with low industry 

and medium trade and tranePort (ii) with low trade and 

transport and medium industry. 

(2) Industrial towns as high industry (i) with low trade 

and transport and medium service ( ii·) low service 

. medium trade am transPort. · 

(3) Trade and transPort cities as high trade and transport 

(i) with low service medium industry (ii) with low 

industry and medium sel.'llice. 

Since the main hYPothesis of this study tries to 

establish the relationship between the educational and occupational 



character~stics of the inmigrants with the economic base of the 

city, a classification which clearly classifies the cities in 

terms of economic a.ctiv ities_. will be appropriate. Asok Mitra's 

classification clearly classifies the Indian cities in terms of 

dominant functions performed by them. Thus, this classification 

bas been borrowed in this study and the cities have been grouped 

under five broad categories as follows:-

Group I ... Cities with dominant industrial function 

and low service {17 cities). 

Group II .... Cities with dominant industrial functions 

and moderate service (29 cities). 

Group III - Cities with dominant service fUnctions and 

moderate indu~tries (27 cities). 

Group N 

Group V 

Cities with dominant service functions and 

low industry (20 cities). 

Other cities (13 cities). 
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In 1961. there were 106 class I cities in India perform

ing varied types of functions.Out of these 106 cities for which 

data are available, 93 cities are covered by the first four 

·functional groups. Thirteen cities of Group V have been left 

out from analyses for they contained cities with,misoellaneous 

functions. Hence, in all, 93 cities !Map No• I) have been studied 

here the list of which is given in ~pendix-;r. 

-
2.2 Data on Migration and their. limitations 

The great importance of geographic or spatial mobility 

of the population in India is countermatched by lack of direct 
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K,ev to Mqp 

• 
1. Srinagar 34. ~aly 67. Sholapur 

2· Jammu 35. Baran agar 68. Poona 

3. Amritsar 36. s. Dum Dum 69. G •. !bmbay 

4 .. JullundUr 37. Howrah '7o. Ulhasnagar 
5. Ludhiana 38. Garden Reach 7 J.,. Tbiina . 
6. Patiala 39. South SUbarban . .. 12 • . · Ahmadnagar · 
7. Ambala 40.· Cuttack · 73. Nasik. 
a. · Dehra Dun 41. Vishakhapatnam 74. Malegaon 

9· Delhi 42. Kaklnada '75. Akola 
10. Meerut 43. Elluru 76. Amraoti 

11. .Moradabad 44. Ban dar 77~ . Nagpur 
12. Ram pur 45.· Gutitur 18. SUrat 

13. Shahjehanpu~ 46. . Warangal 79 •. Baroda 
14. Ali garb 47. Hyderabad .. ao. .Bhavnagar 
15. Mathura -48. Kurnool 81. Rajkot 

16. Agra 49. Nellore . 82. .Jamnagar 

17. Gwalior 50~ Maoras 83. Ahmedabad 

18· Jhansi . 51. Vellore 84. Udaipur 

19. Kanpur 52. Thanjawr 85. Jodhpur 

20 .. Lucknow 53. Tri churapalli 86. Bikaner 
21. Allahabad 54. Madura! 87. .Jaipur 

22. Mirzapur 55. Tuticorin aa. I<ota 
. 23. Gay a 56. TrivandrliD 89. Ujjai~ . 

24. Patna 57. Alleppey 90. Indore 
25. Muzaffarpur 58. Ernakularn 91. Bhopal 
26. Darbhanga 59. Co1mbatore 92. J'abalpur 
27. Ran chi 60. Cali cut 93. Durg 
28. Asanool 6!. My sore · . ·b\s..s 
29. Burdwan 62. Bangalore 'f33~7:7·4Lf<'N7 
3). Jamshedpur 63. Man galore .) -. Lb 
31. Gauhati 64. Hubli ·c, ... 3&o&& . 32. Ehatpara 65. Belgatru 
33. Kamarhat1 66. Kolhapur 

DISS 
307.76 
G9593 Re 

II I II I \Ill I II I I \Ill II 1111111 
G38086 
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data on this vital aspect of population. The maj,.n source of 

information for such investigations is the indirect data on 

'place of birth' recorded in the Indian Census. Since the first 

regular Census in 1881, data of this kind h&.v e been collected, 

though the f.orm and detail of its presentation has varied from 

Census to Census. It was only in the 19 61 Census that the number 

of migrants enumerated at the place of birth was also given, 

making it Possible to assess intra.-district migration. 

The 1961 Census introduced many other imProvements and 

have given new dimensions to the study of migration in India. 

Besides giv .ing rural/urban classification of both, place of birth 

and place of enumeration of migrants in the case of cities, data 

on age, sex, literacy and occupation of migrants ba.ve also been 

published. 

According to the Indian Census,. a· migrant is one who 

is enumerated at a place other than that of his birth. As such, 

migrants include persons who migrate for economic reasons, 

·married females who move from their parents• to husbands' places, 

children born at the places other than those of normal res.ldence 

of' their parents, students getting education outside their birth 

Places, families evacuated from new construction sites. and 

rehabllitated elsewhere• Persons on a casual visit to places 

other tmn those of their birth for the entire period of' census 

enumeration. 
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Place of birth data are only an indiJ:ect tool for an 

analysis of migration and for that reason auffer from numerous 

handicaps. During this worlc. certain very serious omissions were 

found. The tables which are prepared for migrants should also 

have been prePared for the peoPle at the Place of origin or at the 

destination or for the general Populations in the absence of 

which migration differentials cannot be calculated. The levels of 

education of migrants (Table D-IV) should also have been cross

classified with that of duration of residence and distance as has 

been done with the National classiticatio~ of occupation. Had it 

been cross classified in the manner mentioned above; it would have 

been much ea.s ier to associate distance moved with level of educa-

tion. 1n the absence of a cross classification between the d.uration 

of residence at the place of enume.ration and education, it becomes 

difficult to d iseern whether the levels of education were gained 

at the place of enumeration or at the place of origin. These are 

the limitations under whieh the Present study has been carried out. 

Keeping all these limitations in mind, a rational 
. 

chQiee of some meaningful indicators to study the migration 

differential in terms of education ana employment is essential. Fif-

, teen variables have been chosen for this study and are given in 

Table II. Since the migration tables for 1971 have not been 

published so fa:r by the Census Organization.t the study has been 

based on the 1961 Census data~ The list of variables and the 

rationale for their choice is also given belows 
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Table 2 

List o.f VariAbles St.~died , , 

Percentage of migrants to the total population of the city • 
.• 

Percentage of illiterate migrants to total migrants • 

Percentage of 11 terate migrants to total migrants • 

Percentage of literates without educational levels to total 
literates among migrants. 

Z4 

Percentage of literates up to Hr.Sec.ftl,atric to tQtal literates 
among migrants. 

Percentage of literates above Hr.Sec./Matric (Non•Tech~). 

Percentage of literates above Hr.Sec./Matric (Technical). 

Percentage of migrants in non-agricultural activities (category 
Ill. to IX) cross classified with levels of education. 

Percentage of migrants in division 0 to X accordia.g to N.c.o. 
cross classified with levels of educa~ton. 

,. 

>. Percentage of illi tera.te. non-migrants to to tat non-migrant 
population of the ci ty;t · .~ 

L. 

) ... 
~. 

Percentage of,fi tera te non-migrants to total PoPulation of 
non-migrants. . 

Percentage of literate I'l:on-migrants without education levels 
to total literate PoPulation of non-migrants.? 

Percentage of literate non-migrants up to Hr. Sec./Matric to 
to tal 1 iterate population of non-migrant. 7 

Percentage of literate non-migrant above Hr. Sec./Matrio (Non
Tech.) to total literate population of non-migrants.? 

Percentage of liteJ:.·ate non-migrants above H:r.Sec.!Matric (Tech.) 
to total literate PoPulation of non-migrants.? 

Souroel Census of India, 1961, Part 11-C, State Migration 
Tables D-lV. 

Ibid, State Volumes, Part II-B (i) General Economic Tables, 
Table B•II I, Part A. 

\ 

\ 



The first variable percentage of migrants to total 

population has been taken to indicate the overall pull of the 

cities with diverse functions. Variables 2 to 7 have been taken 
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to show the educational a~ects of' the migrants to ci ti~s. Variable 

8 indi~tes the participation of migrants in non-agricultural 

pursuits taken together cross classified by' their educat~on. 

V~riable No.9 has been selected to indicate~ proPortion of migrants 

absorbed 1n occuPations 0 -X (at division level) vis-a-vis their 

educational levels in that particular occupation. Variable No.lO 

to 15 indicate proPortion of non-migrants i.n a·ifferent levels of 

education. These variables indicate the overall educational 

composition of non-migrants at the place of destination. 

2.3 Some Constraints 

A note of exPlanation about educational attainments in 

relation to life time migration is required. Unlike the data for 

adults over short migration periods, where all or virtually all 

of the ea_u<:>.ation is attained before migx:ation in the case of long 

duration migrants. Some adult migm.nts mi-ght have received part 

or all of their education after migration. 'rhus, all or part of 

the migrants• education may have been received at the place of 

destination rather than at that of origin. Hence, his attainments 

are conditioned by his new environment as well as by the resources, 

way of life, and attitudes that he and his family brought with them 

from old home. This circumstance may affect the patterns of 

educational selectivity of migrants. 



According to 1961 Census definition "a li terata is one 

who can read a.nd write a simple letter with understanding.n · 
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~his study has not taken into consideration the age 

structure and sex composition separately but has taken them together • 

This might also affect the results as selectivity is not always 

clear out for all ages and for all sexes. Sometimes there is a 

tendency in many age groups for tnose with least education to have 

slightly higher rates than those of intermediate education level. 

The low level of education among women in India may also effect the 

overall picture of. the findings. 

There would almost be general agreement that the selectivity 

of a stream can be measured by comparing the characteristics of 

mi.grants with those of the population 1n the area of origin •. It is 

also lagi timute to malce the parallel comparison, namely between 

an inmigrant population and the rJon migrant at the place of desti

nation, even though opinions may differ on whether these differences 

indicate selactivi ty of the migrants. This analysis, therefore, 

compares the migrant with those of the residents at the place of 

destination who will be called non migrants in the Present study. 

The Census lioes not give the actual place of origin of the migrating 

streams and hence nothing can be said about the same. 

2.4 Methgdolo~ 

After choosing the cities as the basic units of study, 

identifying their economic base and selecting the imPortant variables, 

a careful selection of the suitable analytical tool is extremely 

imp orta."l t. 
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As the basic purpose of this study is to find out 

regional Patterns of educational and occupational structure of 

the inmigrating stream, the simplest statistical methods have 

been used. Though the method is crude, yet .it serves the purpose 

well. First of all simple percentages have been caloulated ·.to 

know the proPortion of migrants in different divisions of National 

Classification of Occupation and the proPortion of migrants in 

different levels of education in different occupations. ProPortions 

were, also calculated to know the volume o:f hi.igrants into the cities 

with different economic bases. To be more precise, the proportions 

of different levels of education and different divisions of N.c.o. ·. 
were grouped into three categories ee.ch. VIJ.th the help of natural.' 

break points and graphs. the_· grouped percentages were Plotted on 

the aaps of Ind.ia to know the spatial patterns of ~ducational compo

sition of migrants and. :Proportion of migrants in different occupations• 

For showing the association of education with occupation, the median 

values of all the columns of levels of education were calculated 

separately for each occupation and for each functional group 

separately. '!'he median values thus, obtained were Plotted on the 

graphs to show how education and o ocupation of the migrants are 

associated. 

It is exPected that the levels of education and. proportion 

of migrants differ according to the economic base of the city and 

hence analyees of variance with one way classification has been 

used in the study. 
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Analysis of Variance - The main source of variation in any 

particular characteristic (X) of the migrant is the econanic 

function of the city and a random element. The effect of the 

economic functions on the characteristics remains the same within 

the group of the same economic functions but varies for one economic 

function to another • e' function. However, whatever the variations 

within the same economic functions are found. they are attributed 

to the random factors. In terms of mathematical symbols the above 

model can be written as:-

X j k = )l -1- JJ!r. -t· t j k 

Where Xjk is the jth value of the cm.racteristics in kth 

economic group, )l is the overall mean value of the characteristics 

(represented by X) ]Jk is the group effect of economic functions 

and E jk is the effect of random factor on jth value in kth 

econ.r.mic group. 

Unde~ the null h~othesis there is no variation ~~used 

by group e££ect. ln other v;ords, the values vary randomly only. 

This can be V¥I:itten symbolically as follows:. 

Pl = J32 ... • ••• •. •. • .J3k = o 

The F ratio of mean sum of sqtiares between groups of 

different economic functions to the mean sum of squares within 

groups of different economic functions should be non-significant. 

The values of these mean sum- of squares are found ItS below:·. 
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• . • • • • 
Source of J Sum of Squares s D.F.: Mean sum of squares 
variation 

Between 
Group 

Within 
Group 

Total 

• • • • • • 
: . : • 
: " • • • 
: k 

- X)2 
: .. • 

• q :;: f=li1r (X.r-X : ; 
: l • K-1 • q1/K-l • • 

' 
.. .. • • 

I • & • 
: ' I 

• 1 l - 2 
.. • 

l_ f_ • • 
~~ = (x .... X.r) # N-K • ~./N•K • 
• r j Jr • s • • . : : • 
: • : • 

: • 
# • 

: . 
• • • • : 

.... It hi'¥! .... . .......... :a- ... 

Where nr is the number of cities in rth gcoup 

r = l, 2, 3, 4 

X = Grana mean of X 

~ • Mean of X values in the rt.h grouP 

Xj r = the j th value in rth group 

Thus the null hYPothesis mentioned abo·ve is either 

rejected or not rejected according to the value ofF being 

sign if' i~nt or not. 



OHA.PTER-111 

REGIONAL P .ATTERNS OF lNMIGRATION INTO INDIAN CITIES 

It is ev ia.ent from the available data that our people 

move lesser distances. The haphazard growth of the bigger cities 

shows that the prefer~nt.tal direction. of migration in India is 
' ' 

towards L'lrge urba.n areas. Hence, in. this chapter, an attempt has 

been made to measure th~ volume of migrants in class I cities of 

India. It would a.lso be the endeavour of thiS study to bring into 

relief the regi.Qnal Patterns of migration • 

'I r 
'. 
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.For identifying the regional patterns of volume of migrants 

into class I cities the calculated proportions of migrants were put 

in a descending oraer and then were plotted on the map of India 

according to naturel break Points. J~alyses of variance was also · 

carried out to find out which group of cities attracts migrants 

the most. Analyses of varia."l.ce technique help in conclu!ling whether 

there is a significant diffe-rence or not in the volume of migration 

into various function~l groups of cities. 

If !migration is viewea in spatial perspective, it has 

been characteristic of the areas like urban industrial concmtra-

tions, multi-PtttPose project sites and other areas of' development 

activities. The major and minor industrial concentrations have 

Pl.'oved as magnets for migrants. The distribution of to~'ll movements 

withtn a country is closely ?SSociated with the degree of economic 



and social development. Jligra tion, therefore, is generally 

associated with the availability of job oPPortunities. 

. \ 
I 

It has already been stated that large urban agglonera-
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tiona are receiving a lion's share of migrants. The Picture becomes 

still more interesting when Proportion of migrants to the total 

population of these cities are seen separately. The proPortion of 

migrants to total population dif'fers fran one city to another. The 

lowest Proportion, i.e., 6.25 per cent has been observed in Srinagax 

while Bhatpara b.e.s received maximum ProPortion (76.11 per cent) as 

. t 1 mJ.gran s. In other words, thr·39 fourth of the population of 

Bbatpara is made up of migrants. Leaving aside 18 cities whose 

migrants populat.ion is less than 30 Per cent, rost of' the cities 

'have at l~c-.st one thixd of their PoPulation as m1grants.
1 

Out of 

the 18 cities with fewer migrants, 2 axe in functional Group I, 6 

in Group II~ 4 in GrouP III and 6 in Group IV. 

The picture beccmes more interesting when the proportion 

of migrants is viewed in the background of predominant functions 

performed by the cities. Table No.3 and Map No.2 seem to demonstrate 

that industry and service aro the main sources of attraction for 

migrants. lf' the map is sxar.li!ltH~~ in detail$ it is found that only 

certain major industrial comPlexes have attracted. the migrants to 

the greatest extent. .t' .. tnong these industrial complexes Calcutta 

1. Sne appendix II. 
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conurbation, BombaY-Thana-Poona industrial complex and a few newly 

developed industrial cities are prominent. The two famous industrial 

complexes of calcutta and Bombay are well marked on the map whereas 

a few industrial magnets like Jamshed.pur, Akola, Guntur and Calicut 

are looking like separate centres that seem to be well distributed 

over South and South-East India. 

After looking into the map, it seems as if the people 

are migrating towards these two industrial complexes and to the 

areas of new industrial ventures in the cities of Madhya. Pradesh 

and Andhra Pradesh. The cities in the South are attracting the 

migrants more than the cities to the North. In whole of Indo

Gangetic plain, except a few cities, most of the cities fall below 

median proportion of migrants which clearly indicates that north 

Indian cities have nothing to offer to attract the migrants. To 

be more precise North Western region of India attracts very low 

proportion of migrants. Except a few clear cut regions, the whole 

of the maP looks to have contained regions within regions. 

If one examines Table No.3, both row-wise and column-wise, 

it is noticed that the proPortions of migrants can be summa;t"ized 

according to the intensities of proportions as follows: 

Very High Proportion of Mig!!nts 

Column-wise data of Table No.3 indicate that out of ten 

cities of very high migration 4, 3, 2 and 1 city fall in functional 

groups I, II, III and IV re spe otiv ely which are r ece iv ing very high 



proportion of migrants. In brief, the cities of Group I and Il 

with industrial functions and moderate and low service seetn to 

attract the migrants more than the cities of Group III and IV 

(Service Cities) when the table is seen row-wise, it is found 

that out of 17 cities of Group I 1 4 cities receive very high, 5 

high, 4 median, 2 low and only two cities receive very low 

Proportions of migrants. Greater Bombay1 Bhatpara1 Baly and 

Ulhasnagar receive very high proportions of migrants where~ 

Moradabad and Amritsar receive the lowest proPortions of migrants. 

Moradabad's case can be eXPlained in terms of cottage industries 

which do not attract too many migrants but the case of Amritsar 

remains unexplained. It may be explained in terms of partition 

of the country and nearness of the international border. 

High ProPortion of Mieyantf! 

Under this category there are 29 cities out of which 

high ProPortion of migrants is again attracted by ind.ustrial cities 

though they are closely followed by the service cities. The 

cities with high Proportion of migrants seem to have a tendency 

to cluster around the cities receiving very high proportion of 

migrants. Group II has largest number of cities receiving high 

Proportion of migrants. These are Elluru, Baroda, Ooimbatore 1 

Kolmpur, Ka.npur, Bangalore 1 Indore, Gwalior 1 Durg and Bhopal. 

To summarize, it can be said that the migrants are pulled by certain 

cities when both industry and service join hands. 
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Median. or avera~ Rroportion c:€ misrants 

Under this category, there are 23 cities of which 

maximum number of cities fall in Group Ill (predominantly 

service cities) showing that the average proportion of migrants 

is attracted by service cities. These cities cannot absorb more 

persons like industrial cities. 

Low and, very low proportion of mi~ants 

. 
Under low ProPortions of migrants! if the cities of 

Group II and .ni are added together they fom three fourth of 
' 

the total number of cities indicating veJ:Y clearly that low 

proportions of migrants are attracted by the cities of prE!domi

nantly industrial and service functions followed by moderate 

service and moderate industry respectively. It may be explained 

in terms of cities with small scale industries. Probably, c1 ties 

with small scale industries attract low proportion of nigrants. 

It, therefore, reaffirms the belief that thore is a close 

association between ProPortion of migrants and job availability 

in industrial and service cities. 

So when proPortion of migrants is seen in terms of 

their regional distribution, it is found that maximum number of 

cities with high proportion of migrants are located in the west 

and especj.ally in Bombay-Poona. industrial complex. In the east, 

Calcutta industrial region has some power to match the pull 

power of Bombay-Poona industrial complex. In short, Bombay-Poona 
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region is becoming more popular with the migrants while Calcutta 

industrial regi()n is losd.ng· its popularity with the migrants. 

'P 
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It may be be~use of certain regional factionalism. Though it is 

said that Indian urbanization is not the result of industrialization 

but after this discussion it can well be inferred that in India, 

by and large urbanization is following industrialization. 

A.s the map is not free from subjectivity, analyses of 

variance was calculated to be more objective in drawing our conclu

sion. Analyses of variance is a technique for testing the signifi-
' 

cane of means of variables. The table of analyses of variance is 

giv en below: 

Table No.4 

Analyses of variance for differences in the 
proportion of migrants to different functional 
categories of cities 

. .. • • • • • . 
Source of • n.F. : s.s. ' . M.s.s. • Fa, • • • 
Error . .. I • • : . : : • • • 

Between Groups 3 576.837 192.279 

89 

1.7467• 

Error 89 9797.1930 110.080 

Total 92 10374.0300 

• Insignificant at 5% level of significance. 



According to the table of analyses of variance the 

observed F is very less than the table value of F at 5% level of 

significance for 3s89 d.f. Hence, it is concluded that there is 

no significant difference in proPortion of' migrants between 

functional groups of cities. 

In the light of the above,discuss!on based on the map, 

and analyses of var.iance, it is concluded that the Proportion of 

m !grants is not significantly related with the economic base of 
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the city. PeoPle move to the cities without giving much considera

tion to economic bases of the cities. This oonclus ion also leads 

us to believe that most of the migrants from rural areas and 

smaller towns are pushed by unhospitable circumstances at home and 

therefore move to these cities with either weak pull or without any 

sort of pull of the cities. The second exPlanation lies in terms 

of functional classification of cities. The classification used in 

this study is based on the industrial classification alone which 

is a high aggregation. It does not distinguish between labour 

intensive technology of Mo'radabad and Sholapur, etc., and. capital 

intensive technology of Bomba,y, Ahmadabad and Howrah, etc. and

classifies all as industrial base cities. ~he migration Pattern· 

of these two sets of cities are not the same and therefore should 

be studied separately. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PA'ITERNS OF EDUCATIONAL LEVELS OF MIGRANTS 

Among the several socio-economic characteristics of 

the migrants education is also an imPortant factor Which 

considerably influences the process of migration. The higher 

propensity to move among the educated has been d.iscussed by 

Bogue1, Shryock and Nam
2 

.s Nabila.3, Ma.ritine4 and Herrick5 besides 

many others. Along with the study of general characteristics 

of the migrants, their literacy position also needs to be 

studied.. Industrialization not only requires the manpower but. 

manpov.-er with qualitative importance. The technological 

advancement .requires high education ·along with technical 

knowledge to set up the machine and to plan the Productive 

method. Thus, such migration consists of both €iiucated and 

uneducated persons. 

1. D.J. Bogue, op. cit., pp.769-771. 

2. Henry s. Shryock Jr. and Charles B t Nam - Educational 
Selectivity of Inter-regional Migration, Social Forces) 
Vol. 43(3), March 1965, pp.299-302. 

3. John Sebiyam Nabila, 'The migz·ation of the Frafra of 
Northern Ghana - A Case Study of Cyclical Labour Migration 
in West Africa, Dissertation Abstracts International. 
Vol. 35(7), Jan.l975, p.4340A. 

4. George Maritine, •Volume~ Characteristics and Consequences 
of Internal Migration in Columbia, ~ernom::apill!~ Vol.l2(2)• 
May 1975, pp.193-207. . 

s. · Bruce Herrick, Urban Mi~ration and Economic Development 
in Chile, cambridge; Massachusetts lnstitute of Tecfii'io!ogy, 
1964, p.ao. 
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Ulcration mnw rodiotribute the aduoat1ons1 rosourQon 
• I 

of tbe nat1orl no PeoPlo tnet'JO 1n nearob ot jobe1 bettor 11v1r1g 

conditions or for otnett recsone. tiitb few exoe»t1ono, pe1:scna 

witb h:i~er levels of ettuoaUcm Gli'a more rn1_crator.v tbnn Ptmeona 

witb lwor leuols of etluont1on t~nd the d~fd.ronoe 1n miaration 

rntea bot'll&eft poorlY eduootoll nna woU odu® ted p~rsone inc~et"~cea 

for lo~r dietnftc& moues. 
/ 
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one OnY el$leot that tile better eauonted r.re better J.ntomet\ 

about opportnnitlon an!', therefore, tholr m1(tration woulll bCJ more 

etfeot1vo. The &lta to sugpo"'ttbio contention 1o not avsilDbl•• 

1\l.thouab tbe Oenouo obt'llns 1nfomat1on on the PlllOO of birtb and 

plaoo of cwment res.t.d.enoe, 1t 1o 1mpose1ble to· toll from thO 

stat1atioe ~bottler the peraon aov!'d before obto!Q.tnc tba d~sired 

etiuontton in hie homo tor:on,. to ooquke now lmo~ledge, or ob.toinod 

pan ot it nttox- h09 ina movoli .into tile cotr.lun1tlf of <les-t JnatJon 

a moo the eva 1lnble lin to t"eln.te to llfe time m1g:a tio~ Further, 

tb18 study 1s HtJti:: .kited to tbe rGdiotribution of tbG ottuoatlonal 

resources of tb.e ntrtion or tho d!at~tbution ~ lavale of flduoatlon 

ot migrants 1nt.o ditterellt econcn1o aroUI>e tJf oitloe. fbe otudy 

~"lnnot trn ce tbe educational lllf'te-.:enttnle r4 m.scrante wltb non• 

mternnte bacauae ot tbe 11m1tat1ons of the dnta. Tbe d~ta. \'7b10b 

a.re a1ven for the o.1zrenta. are .not gJ:II m for the POoDle at tbe 

oJ;"ig1n oe well as n.t tbe deet1ne.t1on. Bcmoe. an analysts c:nn only 

be md!e of tbe G1o'tr1but1on ot oi(!ttlntS to eao.'l oity by tt\e1r levels 

ot eduOAtiott. 
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So far as reasons of redistribution of education 

resources are concered they can be numerous •. Education in 

itself' may stimulate ou 1m igr a ti on inasmuch as it raises the 

level of aspirations 1n the population of rural canmunities and 

snall urban centres. Individuals having attained a higher level 

of education in smaller centres may have difficulty in finding 

· Positions corresponding to their level of skills and are thus 

more prone to migrants. 

Looking at MaP No.3 showing Proportions of illiterate 

migrants1 it can well be inferred that rnost of the m.igrants moving 

to these cities aro 1111 terate. The highest proPortion. of illi

terate to total mlgrants, i.e., 93.21 per cent (Jtppendix III) has 

been observed. in Garden Rea.ch, while the lowe~t percentage of 

41.94 has been observed .in Ra.jkot. The most nstonishing observation 

is that both the highest a."ld lowest observations have been found 

in Group III which has service as th~ Predominant function followed 

by moderate industry. It is also true that most of the fluctuations 

ere found in Group III and IV and no such :fluctuation in the 

Proportion of illi tera. t.e migrants is observed in Group I and II 

cities whose Predominant :function is indllstry followed by .service. 

It can also be argued that roughly half of the migrants in each 

city are illiterates. Hence it is true that in regions where 

the level of education is low and yet there are no job oPPortunities 

at home, the majority of the movers will be illiterates. HoweverJ 

when educational facilities are increased, the greater proportion 

of young mov ei.'S will be those who are educated. In India where 

level of education is low in rural areas and in small tovns in 

comParison to bigger urban agglimerations 1 the most of the movers 

have to be illiterates. 
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When w look •" tho map for nponal ••r1atl.ona 
in the_ dleutbuUon of 11Uuaeto mlgran'•·· a n•ber of wll 

••dead ngion• of conetntl"atton of llUteratea an obMrwd• 

ln Nontt.JR Jndla tbe pJOportt.on of illtteratea .ln most of tb• 

ctU•• it •re than 64 pe~ caRt. then .are a f• cJ.U•• 'llhlch 

•tk4ct tb• lowett pmpertlon of 111lte-.tes. lheM an the 

clUes of PUBJab, Delhi and LUdmow. In Saat., the Calcut\8 

comarbatlon attracts vet:y M.gh papo.Uon of lUl teratea whllo 

th• lbt~bay.Poona indUtt.I'J.al complex ncaives low o~ ver, low/ 

pi'Oponton. Jn South India, Madras compleJC of cities end • 

43 

d.ng of to•• near the coaet r•ceivee avena• proportion of 

tlllteret• migrants. there are no clear cut l'eglonel vad.atlona. 

ln ceneln n;lons of blob pmpo~tlon, e few clUes of low 

pl'Opot"Ucn aM eltuat.d lnslde and vlce.vel'la• 

With the help of the followlng t.ble of analv4a of 

v•rlance. lt ie towd that fwacUonal claetif1cad.on of elt1ea 

bas no rttlatlonahtp vAth tile level of 11toracr. 

Teb1o No.5 

Malis!• of valiance fo~ dlfteranc•• ln the pe~rd.on 
d Ll&.&tuk\ BQCIA&I a~.di.CCAaai,Qtltr&I/Citl G&.AS\u 

Be\_.. Otoupa 3 324.3359 J.DG.l2S 
1.678 

Error 89 8734.3)18 64.43) 

total 92 6098.69:11 

· I l II I I I. F 11 II 1.1 ! I I llu 'I I • f I f 1W ill ii.B I ; II ) f i P '.II fll l 11 I f ll ' 1 l I I • • UIIU 
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Accowdlftg to this tsble, the obMned F ls laaser 

thtn '"• value of Pat~' level of confldeftc• for 3,89 d. f. 

•• reject or nullify our l\ypotbesla that lnduatdal cltl•• or 

nglona ett~act mon ml11 hand• or 111.1 terete worker• tb1J1 

-nl'• collar wol'kera or llte~etes. ln otbel' •=•• the eean 

pmportioa• of ad.g:ranta do not dlffe~ fftla one Qzoup to anothtl' • 

.Educatlcn, therefore, dl)ea not ••• to be a bar for ml<li"•Uoo. 

lt baa been made_ cleat that ••t of the peop1• 

cgtatlfta to cleaa 1 clUes ln 1ndle sr• illiterates. Howver, · 

l t culd be uaotul to atta1y" tbe pattezn of talgtaU.cra •ccordlng 

to the fomal level of edUcation. 'l'bll haa been divided into 

t\10 c·ategoriea• (l) below metdt/blgher oecondaJ:Y .nd (11) 

bi',Jhea- MCOftdery and above. lhe proporti-on of mlgrantt below 

••t.dc/Hli'.Secon.ct.cv is Just oppostw to the pattetna of 

11U teracy.. Garden Reecb d'llch reeol ved th• biohe•t rnabe• 

of mig~ents .S.th no levol of education bat ncelved vert low 

pmpoftlon of' ud.granta. witb this level of ectuceUoth Rajkot 

~ch noel ved the lowett. bee nceivod the hlgbett pzoponlon 

of migrants with tbi• level of education. 

But the p;lonal patterns of th• p~nlon of 

m1gronte below Ma'r1c/H1gber Seconda~ •r• clear cut and 

dltUnJulsbable. only t\10 ttcu:ts. Yla., flaJko\.llla¥nagar-E»J"at 

tnd Albal .. JullWldU»-J.udhiane get highest propotti.on of tuCh 
ld.g.:antL S.l9aVJ1 1e at.tuateclln the nqion of high pmportlon 
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CHAPTER....V 

The process of economic development set in by the 

five year plans and the need for balanced regional development 

point to the necess1 ty of accurate internal migration data. 

The need for such data is overv.belming in places like class I 

cities (population 100,000 and over) of India 'ltherein sizeable 

proportion of total population is constituted of migrants only. 

The most important cause of migration from rural to 

urban areas and ftom less prosperous to rich areas is economic. 

The causes of migration may be several but it is the most 

important cause.. When the pressure of population on agriculture 

increases, some of the redundant \\Orkers escape to the cities 

in search of jobs in industries:~: In brief geographical mobility 

1 s directly linked with the aspirations of social mobility or 

linked with the spatial distribution of job opportunities., lt 

is, therefore, clear that most of the migration is economically 

inspired. 

After looking in to the table (appendix II) of 

migrant W)rkers and non-VI.Orkers the conclusion is drav.n that 

the economic attractions of cities and to"'ns may be playing only 

a minor role in the motivational process compared to the role 

of the adverse economic eondi tions in rural areas. Zachariah1, 

1. Zachariah K.,C. 'Internal Migration in India 1941-51, o.x.a.J:., Bombay, 1959, P· 45. 



in his study based on the 1951 Census, found that higher the 

migration to the urban areas of a district during 1941-51, the 

higher was the rate of unemployment in the area. 

The rural •push' and urba~ •pullfi_has important 

effects on. rDigra.tion d1 fferentials. __ When migrants move to the 

cities becau5e of rural push or rural pc)verty, their number and 

characteri sties are mostly c::ondi tioned by external factors. ln 

such cases, the volume of migration may riot have any relation 

to urban facilities. 

lt should be made clear at the outset of this part 

of anslyses that for preparationof maps and for the analyses 

of variance, ten divisions of National Classification of 

Occupations2 have been squeezed into three merging Division 0 

(Professional, Technical and Related v«>rkers with Division I 

(Administrative, Executive and Managerial Workers) into 

Occupational Category No.1, Division 2 (Clerical and Related 

Workers) With (Sales Workers) Division 3 into Occupational 

Category No.li and the rest of the divisions have been put 

under OccUpational Category No.III. It has been done so with 

the intention of facilitating the analysas of variance to show 

the variability of pzoportion cf migrants between different 

functional groUps of cities. 

' ' 

For showing the assoc:lation, if any, between educational 

attainment of the migrants Wi-th the occupational divisions 

See Appendix V. 
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in vtlich they are found in the places of destination median 

values of the ·proportion of migrants in each city with the 

particular levels of ·education in given occupational categoties 

have been taken after putting them 1n descending order separately 

for each division and for all the four groups •. Thus, graphs 

for each division have been prepared on the basis of median 

When the data arranged in descending order are seen, 

certain interesting facts are observed. The highest proportion 

(Ambala 48,14) of migrants in Occupational Category No.X is ·in 
~ 

Group XV functioning as Service cities wi tb ;lo·vi .:industry~ ,: The 

lowest proportion is observed in Bhatpara in groUp l functioning 

as Industrial cities followed by low service (appendix l!I). · 

this finding explains that most of our professionals and 

executives live in Service. C1 ties. There is one more support

ing finding to this conclusion that most of the cities of 

Group I and II are unable to touch everi. average proportion of 

migrants in this occupational category~ To be more precise, 

only 33 cities out of 93 cities have more than the average 

p:ttlportion of .migrants ;rr this OccUpational Category. 

When Map No.6 showing pxoportion of migrants in 

Occupational Category No.1 is examined, the conclusion dravtl 

out of the table 1 s strengthened.. There are five c1 ties which 

receive the hi.ghest proportion of migrants v«>rkers in occupa

tional category I. These are JVnbala, Meerut. Mathura. 

Shahjehanpur and Jhansi. They fotm a gxoup under the shadow 
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Table 8 

Analysis of variance for differ ces in the 
pl'Oportion of migrants in occupational 
categg_ry NP. l to cij.fferent categgries of citiea 

I I 1 I JM· S.S. t 
Source of I D. F. s.s. • F • • Variation • t • • I • • 

Between 
Groups 3 1611.9052 537. 3) 

,.. 
r3,89 

10.45 

Error 09 3292.1322 36.99 

Total 92 4904.0374 

i • F(Table} I 

2.76 

f.s<pox;tioo of miQtants in Occupational Catggo ry No. II 

looking at ~he proportion of migrants in Division 2 

.. 55 

and 3 in appendix III, it 1 s concluded that though the proportion of 

migrants in this category is increasing yet the indUstrial 

cities are still not getting higher proportion of migrants. 

It is the predominantly service tov.ns which are receiving 

higher proportion of mi grants. Bhatpara has again begged least . 

percentage · of migrants and Burdwan has got the highest. It 

is qui·te interesting that some industrial cities still got 

hi gher p ro portion of migrants. 

hen Map No.7 showing proportion of migrants in 

occupational category No.II is examined, no clear cut regional 

patterns of proportion of migrants emerge. The cities with 

high or very high proportions are dotted throughout the map. 
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, Indust):ial regions like lbmbay-Poona conurbation, Madras 

industrial region and Calcutta industrial -region have received 

both highest and lowest proportions of migrants in this 

occupational category. ln brief the cities which functions 

bo tb industrial as well as service get higher p~portion s than 

average proportion of migrants. 

Table No.9 

Analysis of variance for d1 fferences in the 
~roportion of .migrants in occupation. c_~tegory 
~·!! to QJ f{ereat categgr,i,t;s gf d tie~ . 

.. • . 
i • • • 

Source of : • • 
i ' J • I Error I D. F.; s.s. .tM. s.s. F 

I i t l :I - .. 

Between 
Groups 3 284.12)0 ;4.7066 F3t89 

= 3.3159 

Error 89 2541.93)5 28.5610 

Total 92 2826.0505 

With the help of the above table of analysis of 

variance it is concluded that functional clsssification of 

cities is directly related w:l th. the proportion of migrants in 

this category of occupation. According to the a~ve table 

the observed F for between groups is much higher than the value 



of F at 5% level of confidence for 3.89 d. f., we accept the 
. I 

hypothesis that propor'Uo_n of migrants of this category of 

occupation differ or vary very much. In other 'AOrds, the mean 

pxoportions of migrants between gmups differ very much f.t:Om 

one group of cities to another group of cities, 

58 

In this category of occupation. all the divisions fxom 

4 to X of National classification of occUpations have been 

merged. When we examine the table of proportions of migrants 

in this category, it is found ·that ai);)ut 43 cities have higher 

proportions than the average proportion of 59.85. It explains 

that most of the migrants are absorbed in· this category of 

occupation. Bhatpara which had verY low proportion of migrants 

in the previous t~ categories, h~s the highest proportion of 

migrants in this category. Ambala which had very high proportion 

of migi:ants in occupational category No.I has the lowest 

pr.oportion of migrants (33.72) in this category. Examining the 

table more closely, it is found that very high pxuportian of 

migrants is closely associated with this ca·tegory of occupation. 

• 

Table No.lO 

Analysis of variance for differences in the proportion. 
of migrants in occupational category No.III to differ-
ent catgggU,~s of G~'U.i& , -, 

I •• n .. -· fi .-. . , 
i I .- - - . I 

I i Source of Error D.F. s.s. 1 M.s. s. F3,82 ' • .. ....._ • .. I .... til • • 1 • 
Between 3 3274.7514 1091..5838 21.097 
Error 89 4605.2312 51.7441 

Total 92 7879.9826 



.Most of the high ptoportions are in Industrial Cities (Group I 

and II.). It also shows that these c1 ties of group I and II 

have more strong pull on migrants than the Service Cities of 

Group III & IV. 

This finding is again confirmed by the atxlve table 

o.f analyses of variance. According to this table the observed 

59 

F is very much higher than the value of F at 5% level of confi

dence for 3,89 d. f., we accept the hypothesis that tbe ptoportion 

of migrants in this category is higher in Industrial Cities 

than Service Ci. ties. ln other v«>rds the mean pmportioris of 

migrants in this category d1 ffer very much from one functional 

group to another. 

Map No.8 also confixms above finding. Ahmedabad

Ulha.snagar and Shoiapur industrial belt and Calcutta Industrial 

region along with the steel tovl\ of Jamshedpur have received 

very high proportion of migrants. In northern lndi a, there is 

a continuous belt of low proportion receiving cities b:roken 

here and there by median proportions. SUxpri singly,, Bombay ... 

Foona industrial region has received very low proportion in 

this occupation,. lt may be the effect of decentralization of 

industries. The above d1 scussion leads to the conclusion that 

migrants in class I cities are Y<Drking at a lower statu~, It 
.:··· 

is impossible to dete:rmine whether this is due to lower 

educational qualifications of the migranta,., 
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is . 
The above analys1s4summarised in Graph l. On the 

X.axis we have the ten occupational divisions in which the 

migrant v.orkers have been classified. The Y-ax1 s depicts 

the medians of proportion of ·migrants in the particular 

occupational categories. The line· graphs have been prepared 

separately for each functional category in order to bring out 

the differences in the functional categories and the1 median 

proportion of migrants in the particular occupational di vision.s. 
•'' 

It is clear' from this graph that the. highest. proportion of 

migrant VIOrkers is in occupational division 8 in all the 

functional categories. However, the median of the proportions 

reaches to about 50 per cent in the functional category No.1. 

62 

the most popular·occupation among migrants i.s 7•8 i.e. craftsmen, 

production ptocess v-orkers and labourers not elsewhere classified. 

Though the median propol."tion of rtdgrants has differed 

from one group to. another, yet all the groups are pointing 

to the same direction. The probable explanation for this is 

that by taking median of the proportions·, the fluctuations have 

been concealed to a great extent. 

This section of the chapter analyses relationship 

between educational attainment of the migrants and their 

occupational placement. This is done by·plotUng graphs 

depicting the various levels of educational attainment of the 

migrants .in four functional categories of cities for each 
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occupational division. TheY-axis presents the median values 

of the proportion of migrants with a particular level of 

educational attainment for each occupational category. Graph 

No.1! showing median proportion of migrants with various levels 

of education in Division 0 shows close association between the 

proportions of migrants and the levels,of education. Highest 

percentage of migrants possess higher secondary/metric certi

ficates. The percentage of both technical and non-technical 

levels of education is also appreciable. There are vary few 

inigrants who are illiterate in this division. The pattern of 

distribution of migrants according to their educational attain

ment is very similar in the· different functional categories. 
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The difference between the proportion of migrants wi tb technical · 

and non-technical education above matrl.c can also be seen. 

According to the expectations, the proportion of migrants with 

non...technical education above matric are more in Group IV 

than other functional groups. 

Graph III and IV showing median proportion with 

levels of education in Division I. and 2 also shows almost the 

same pattern shovtl by Graph No.II. Maximum percentage of 

migrants 1 s wi tb Hr .• Sec./Matrie and non-technical graduates. 

But these divisions have very few technical personnels. In 

Graph No.IV, the proportion of migrants with Hr.Sec,/Matric 

level 0 f education touches about 70 per cent in functional 

group I. 
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Graph No. V showing Di vi s1on 3 (Sales workers) shows 

a different pattern in comparison· with the earlier three graphs. 

In this graph, the· median pxoportion of migrants with·Hr.Sec/ 

Matric level of education touches only 40 per cent. What is more 

important is wide variations in the piOporUon of migrants with 

this level of education in various functional: groups. functional 

group I begs the highest pl))portion of migrants w1 th ·such level 

of education.. The ptoportion of illiterates is very much high 

in this division. · 

Graph No.VI, VIII and,lX shovlng~edian proportion of 

migrants with levels of education of Divisions 4, 7-8 and 9 

very interestingly show that as high as 75 per cent migrants 

are illiterate. The percentage drops very quickly as the level 

of education increases. There seems to be an inverse relation 

between the median piOportion of migrants and the levels of 

education in these occupational categories. In almost all the 

three graphs functional group I and li have less pxoportion of 

illiterates than functional group III and IV. 

Graph VII showing the median proportion of migrants 

engaged in 01 vision 6 ( \\0 rkers in transport and communication) 

presents a unique picture. It shows that the proportion of 

migrants wi. th Hr. See/Matric level of education are little 

lesser than ptoport1on of illiterates. Functiona.l group 1 

has the highest pmportion of illiterates as well as Hr. Sec/ 

Mattie. 
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Graph X showing the median proportion of migrants in 

01 vision X ( v.o rkers not classified by occupation) also shows 

a haphazard pattern. The highest pxoportion of migrants with 

Hr.Sec/Mat;,;ic education is in functional group of cities X and 

III whereas highest p.J:Oportion of illiterates 1 s in functional 

group ll and IV. The proportion of migrants w::l.th non-technical 

degrees is surprisingly mo.re in almost all the functional groups 

of the cities in this occupational division. 

After the close observation of the data and these 

graphs certain seemingly inconsistent occupational gic;;Ups vis-a-vis 

the levels of education,,_ were noticed which seem· to· confoxm to 

the existing facts of our present day economy wherein occupations 

and educational qualifications do not <;Jl always hand in hand. 

For persons, after moving to the cities follow any occupation 

they get, irrespective of their levels of education as the 

primary consideration which influences a person in such matters 

is :. that of earning bread or making money. 



CHAPTER VI 

EDUCATIONAL DIFFERENTIALS AMONG MIGRANTS AND NON-MIGRANTS 

Information on this aspect of the migrants is a,vailable 

only for recent dates. The National Sample Survey and l95l. and 
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1961 Censuses are the major sources of information. 1 Zachariah found 

that 'migrants to urban areas, particularly to large cities, possess 

a higher average educational achievements than the general population 

of the areas from which they are drawn. On the whole, however, they 

are lower in educational attainments than the PoPulation of the 

cities to which they migrate.' 

The migration from villages to the cities tends to lower 

the educational level of the population at the place of origin as 

well as at the place of destination. nwhen distance is taken into 

consideration. migrants moving to remoter points have a favourable 
2 

educational distribution compared to short distance mi.g.rants." 

Analysis of education differentials among migrants and non

migrants, is very essential for an understanding of the mechanism of 

rural push and urban pull. Are the persons who move, the bf9tter 

educated villagers or the Poorest, most desPerate and least educated 

villagers? These questions are very important but unfortunately 

1. K .c. ZaC;hariah, A note on Internal Migration in India in 
Rural-Urban Differences in Southern Asia~ UNESCO Research 
Centre on Social and Economic Deveiopment in Southern Asia, 
Delhi, PP • 72-73. 



the data are 'V er:y sparse. This study aimed at finding out the 

patterns of eduea tional differentials but it could not be done 

for all the cities because of data limitations. The format in 

which the information for migrants is given, is nbt given for 

non-migrants. 
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1n 1961, Census .organisation prepared six special 

migration .tables for cities of one million and. over and for Kanpur 

Town Group besides D series tables o.n migra.t1on.3 These tables 
I 

\ 
could have been used here to find. out migration-',d. ifferentinls as 

these giv!! information on suqh imPortant aspects of migrants as 

;age, sex, ed.u'cational level, category of worker/non-worker, religion, 

Place of birth, duration of residence and marital status. Most 

Jmportant of these was the cross classification of educational 

levels with age, sex and duration of residence. But unfortunately 

the researcher could not trace these tables for all the cities 
' 4 

except for Madras, AJ:medabad and Greater Bombay. 

Because of all these reasons only four metropolitan 

cities - Delhi., Calcutta, Greater Bombay and Madras - have been 

taken for analysis. Besia.es, only workers have been taken because 

by taking them, the study has controlled, to a certain extent the 

age factor which could have disturbed the true shaPe of both the 

migrants and non migrants. 

3. Census of India, Vol. I, Part II-C(!ii) Migration Tables. 
pp. i & ii. 

4. On enquiry from Census Organisation, it \\9-s found. that special 
migration tables for the rest of one million and over cities 
were not published for some unavoidable circumstances. 



Bogue and Zachariah5 have written that in Ind.ia the 

Propensity to migrate to urban areas is .much higher among 

literates and educated People than among the illiterates, a11d 

that as the level of education rises the tendency to tmvel 

greater distances to seek employment increases. If this is true 

as a general pattern throughout the country, it may be expected 

that as school attendance in the villages increases there will 
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be an incre.tlsed. flow into the cities of literate rural youths 

seeking their :fortunes. Many researchers fear that as a result of 

economic development Indian cities will soon be flooded with . . 

illiterate. unskilled and inexperienced·agricuturists who will only 

burden the labour market with large quantities of manpower that 

cannot be absorbed. It i.s further argued that rural to urban 

migration in ~dia may deliver large number of youngmen and 

wome~ who have no prosi>ect.of a decent liveli,hood. in the village. 

because of population pressure on the lana., but who hav-e received 

a minimUa'1l education in the expanding educational system. and are 

ready to be absorbed in the e~anding economy. 6 

SPecul~tion about-the educational selectivity of internal 

migrants has, thus, been· going on for a.' long time. ·Nobody has 

reached a consensus about the nature of this selection~ Is it 

the well educated• the poorly educa.ted or the extremes who are 

selected? 

5. D.J • Bo~e and K.C. Zachariah, oP• cit., .P.•53. 

'- f,) r '• '\.. 
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Cities 

1· Calcutta 

2. Greater 
BombaY 

3. Delhi 

4. Jtaaras 

•• : 

'!·able No.ll 

Percentage 'Diatribu.tion of Migrants and lion-Migrant Worl::ers 
engaged in Ill to 12( Categories by ellucational levels 

- .... II f ; . 0 '~' o? ;l'ol' :i of :I ol 1Iier- tl o"f riter~tes 
sstatus ; illi- tllte1.- tlitor- :litera- :ates above :above Matric/ 
• l terates· sates ~~tes :tes up :.Matr1c/H.r. tHr.see • {Tech.) 
• I I t·t'Tith- :to Mat- :sec. flon • • • 
$ a . lOUt :rio/Hr. :'IechniO?.l : • 
• ' : tBd}.. aSeo. ; ' .. I l tlavols I . 

~ .. 

Non-Migrant 35.22 64.?8 28.U 26.51 9.64 1.58 
Migrant 34cr f9 . 65.30 4.7.30 39.58 11.73 1.30 

!lon-:.t ip:oant 35.15 54.85 1.7.99 '.12,.99 3.87 o.o1 
Uigrant 34..47 65.53 25.6l. 35.41 2.66 3..86 

Non-Migcant 38.96 61.04 29.40 25.98 3.88 1.78 
Migrant 29~84 70.16 24.12 35.51 8.94 1..56 

Non-Migcant ~4.61. 75.39 24.27 46.80 2.90 l.~ 
Migrant 26.12 73.88 22.47 44.43 5.37 l.6l 

Sources Non•.Migrants (resitl(;:nts) ,at the place of destination computed :frcm. Canms of India 
State Volumes1 Part II•B (1) Genei.Ul Economic 'fablas.. For Uinants Census of India -
State Volumes, Part II·~, Migrat.ion Tabl.es. Census of Indin, 1961. 



'lbe fears e:xp_ressed by Zachariah and speculations by · 
'i . ' " 

others in relationto.theeduca::tionalselectivity of migrants, do not 

seem to be totally valid when table No.ll is closely examined. In 

this table, the migrants have been compared with those of the 

reside.."lts of the city, t.hough oPinions may differ on whether these 

differences indicate the selectivity of inter-regional migration. 

1n Calcutta and Greater BorrJbaY there· is not much difference 

in the ProPortion of illiterates between migrants and non-migrants 

v1t1e~n the formal. levels of education are taken into consideration, it 

is found that. they rise sharPlY up to Ma ·tric/IU.gher Secondary level 

of education in Calcutta but at the same time they also fall very 

sharPlY when Proportion of migrants with more than Matric/Higher 
,I 

Secondary (Tecb. and :flon ... techniea.l) education is ta·ken into considera-

tion. When the percentage of migrants above Matric/Hr.Sec. non

technical educe tion is only 3.87 per cent., residents have the 

Proportion of 9. 64 per cent. In this city migrants are again lagged 

behind in ,technical education. In Bombay also tile eond it ion, more 

or less remains the same except that of technical education where 

migrants were able to override the non-migrants or residents at the 

place of destination. In Delhi, migrants nave supereed.ed non

migrants in all levels of education except tnat of literates without 

educational levels and technical education. In Madras, proportion 

of highly educated persons both technical and non-technical got 

selected. 

The above d~scussion very clearly d.e-nonstrates that 

migration if stimulated by economic growth, technological improvement, 



etc. attracts the better educated while areas tending to stagnate 

loose their better educated. and skilled persons. 7 

(11) Where the t push' factor is very strong selectiV-itY is 

at minimumt Where the •pull' stimulus is greater, there will be 

an appreciable sel.ectiv.i.ty. 
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Higher levels of education among the migrants ha'\le 

surprising effect. It can be e~la.1.ned in so many ways. The first 

eXPlanation can be the high economic growth and technological 

advancement b:V which tbe cities have become selective of mi(9:ants' 

educational composition. 

The secon~ eXPlanation can be that we have taken life time 

mieration ano duration of resia.ence has not been taken into considera

tion. Most of' the migrants .dQme to the cities with ccmparatively 

lower level.s of education but enhance their levels of education 

after coming to the ei ties unlike the Cl.ata for adults over short 

migration periotls, where all or virttlallY all of the eliuoat1on was 

a t~'1ined before migration, j.n the case of life time m.igra.tion, some 

adults migrants mieht have received Part or. all of their education 

after migration. Thus, all or Part of the migrants' education may 

have been received in the region of destination rather than in 

that of the origin. Tbus 1 these circumetances might t~we affected 

the indica ted pattern.c; of edu cationa.l selectivity. 

--------------------~-------~··----~--~-----·-·---~~-·---------·---·-·-------
7. D.J. Bogue_, "Techniques and hYPothesiS for the stud.Y of 

differenti~l migration", Intert.!.,atiof1:!1 Popul~tion Con:f)renoe 
(1961) t p. 114. 
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A few_ words about the impact of educational differential 

is v.arranted.. By the tr~nsference of the educated masses, the 

rural areas are left with the residual. All studies have admitted 

that migration from v ~llage.s to the cities tends to lower down 

the edtJcational level of the population at the place of origin. 

Though migration of the people is a heal thy sign of the develoPment, 

yet it cr~a.tes imbalances in litera:cy between urban and rural areas 

and thus prevents, 1nfomal motivation tomrds education. In such 

oases illiteracy becomes its ow.n cause. A cursory glance at table 

No.l2 will explain the vast differen~ee in literacy rates between 

xurr1l anti urban areas. 



Table-12 
. 

All India Literacy rates for cities, towns and 
rural areas in 1961 (e.xcluding NEFA, Goa., Daman 
and D,iu 

; 

Description ' ·Rate Percen.t 
: . : : • 
: Persons l Males " Females • 
: a • • 
: • = • 

Literacy rates in: 

l. Cities over 
l'million 56.40 63.8Q 46.36 

2. Cities of' 0.5 
·· to l mill ion 49.60 58.38 38.43 

3. Cities of 0.1 
to 0.5 million 48.52 ffi.51 36.78 

4. Cities above 
100,000 51.81 00.74 40.65 

5. Non City Urban 
Population 42.99* 54. 69* 29. 73" 

6. Urban Incfia. 46.94• 57.4~ 34.48 .. 

7. Rural India 19.00 29.07 8.54 

a. .All India 24.02 34.44 12.95 

* Excludes Union Territories except Delhi. 

Source: Extracts from the· all India Census Reports on li.teraoy, 
Census Centenary MonograPh No.9, Census of lnd ia, 
New Delhi, 1971, p.l.lB .. 
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CHAPTER VII 

SOMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Migration which is a movement or a redistribution of 

human resources is one of the most intricate and complex problems 

in the whole gamut of demograPhic and economic Processes. It not 

only denotes a pre-existing economic or social condition as a cause 

of the movement but also an effect as it brings forth some of the 

most striking spatial variations Vlith regard to population size and 

character of population. 

The process of urbanization is mainly Polarized in the 

big urban agglomerations and thus the population of cities is 

growing much faster in relation to the population of other l:U'ban 

centres and the rest of the country. The relative rapid growth 

of PoPulation of cities in India is mainly caused by internal 

migration into the cities from rest of the country. 

The geographic or sPatial mobility of the PoPulation~ 

therefore, is a matter of direct concern to economic planning 

because of its impact upon the distribution of the PoPulation in 

the economy and of its interaction with other aspects of social 

and economic change and differentiation of the same. 

The planners argue that the higher rate of urbanization 

is a heal thy sign of economic growth. What is really worrying the 

authorities is the high rate of growth in the larger urban centres. 
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AD approach paper prepared by T.c.P.o. argues that the trend towards 

a higher PoPulation in large cities and a declining one among the 

smaller towns needs to be corrected. 1 

Concern with migration differentials has also been central 

to the interest in migration. The effects of migration whether 

for sending areas, for receiving areas or for the migrants themselves 

are in large part a function of the composition of the migrant 

population. But researchers have neglected this compositional or 

socio-economic or cultural characteristics of the migrants to a 
' 

substantial degree. They have not seen the migrants from their 

qual! ta tiv e angle which is very important to measure the effects of 

migration oriented urbanization. The patterns of educated and 

occupational characteristics have, therefore, been studied with 

respect to the economic base of the city as mentioned ea;rlier. 

The main purPose of this study was (a) to investigate 

different regional patterns of educational and occupational structure 

of migrants to class I cities and, (b) to test that these patterns 

are related with the economic base of the cities. 

~egional Patterns of inmigpation 

It has already been stated that large urba.n agglomerations 

are receiving a lion's share of migrants. The proPort!cn of migrants 

to total PoPulation of the city d.i:f'fers from one city to another. 

1. "Deliberate Urbanization Policy Suggested," Hindus tan Times 
daily, Jan. 28, 1976. 



Leaving aside l8 cities whose migrants• PoPulation is less than 

30 per cent1 rest of the cities have at least one-third of their 

population as migrants. 

ACcol."ding to the map, it is found that only certain 
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major industrial complexes like Calcutta conurbation and Bombay

Thana-Poona area tave attra:dted the migrar,tts to the greatest extent. 

ExcePt a few cities of Indo-Gangetic plain, Northwest region and 

Southwest·region of India have attrarited.migrants to a lower extent. 

The most startling observe. tion in this study is that the 

Proportion of migrants does not differ significantly between func

tional groups of cities. The absence of strong pull of the cities 

may be considered as one of the eXPlanations for this. The second 

eXPlanation lies in terms of functional classification of cities. 

The classification used in this study is based on the industrial 

classification alone which is a high aggre~tion. It does not 

distinguish between labour intensive technology of Moradabad and 

SholaPur etc. and capital intensive technology of Bombay, Ahmedabad 

and Howrah etc. and classifies all as industrial base cities. The 

migration pattern of these two sets of cities is not the same and 

therefore should be studied. separately. 

Patterns of Educational Levels of Migrants 

Bt:luca.tion is the most important factor which considerably 

influences the process of migration. Elucation in itself may 

stimulate outmigration in as much as it raises the lE!\1el of aspira

tion of the people. 
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But most of the movers to Indian cities are illiterates. 

The percentage of illiterates is as high as 93.21 per cent. Roughly 

half of the mi~ants in each city are illiterates. Except a few 

cities of Punjab, Delhi and Lucknow most of the cities in northern 

India ~ve more than 64 per cent of illiterates, among migrants. 

Besides northern India, Calcutta industrial region also attracts 

illiterate migrants. Bombay-Poona industrial complex and south 

lndia receives low and average proportion of migrants with no formal 

level of education. The opposite of this is true for higher levels 
•. 

of education. Education does not seem to be a bar for migration 

since analyses of variance does no't show significant difference in . ' 

the proportion of migrants with various levels of education between 

groups of cities with differing economic bases. The proportion of 

migrants with formal levels of education is very less. It may be 

due to the fact that India has very low level of literacy in rural 

• 

and. lesser urban centres from where the. migrants move to these 

cities. It seems that the regions from where our migrants are drawn 

have neither proper facilities for education nor there are job.:-· 

oPPortunities, hence, most of our migrants are uneduoo.ted. It 

would have been possible to find. out the level ot literacy and 

availability of job opportunities in the place of origin had there 

been d. a ta on place of origin. 

Patterns of Ocaupational Structure 

As is evident, the most important cause ff£ migration from 

rural areas and from less Prospe·rous areas to urban areas is economic 



GeograPhical mobility is directly linked with the aspirations of 

social mobility. 

The findings exPlain that most of our Profes.sionals and 

executive migrants live in service cities and. most of the industrial 

cities receive mill hands. The analysis of variance also supports 

this finding as ProPortion of migrant workers in the category of 

occuPation I differs between the groups very significantly. The 

northern region of India receives the highest proportion of migzoant 

workers in this category while industrial complexes of Calcutta and 

Bombay receive the lowest proportion. 

The same is the case with the occuPational category II 

except that some industrial cities have received. higher proportion 

of migrants where these bave joined hands with the service cities. 

Analysis of variance also confirms this. 

Proportion of migrant workers is the highest in the 

occuPational category containtng divisions 4 to X suggesting thereby 

that most of the migrants e.re absorbed in this category of workers. 

The proportion of mi~ants in this category is the highest in 

functional groups I and II. According to the analysis of variance 
' 

the mean proportion of migrant workers in this category.differ very 

much from one functional group to another. In brief* the migrants 

in class I cities are working at a lower st:Ltus. In the absence of 

requisite data, it is impossible to detemine whether this is due to 

lower educational a ttair.ments of the migrants. 
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Efforts have also been made to analyse the relationship 

between educational attainments of the migrants and their occuPational 

placement. 

In division o, I and 2 there is close as so cia tion between 

levels of attainment and the proportion of migrants, i.e., higher 

the level of education, the higher is the proportion of migrant 

workers in these divisions. In divisions 4, 7-8 and 9 the case is 

entirely different. In these divisions there seems to be ari inverse 

relation between the median proportion of migrants and the levels of 

education. In division 6 the migrants Present a unique Picture 

where the proPortion of illiterates and Higher Secondary/Matric is 

almost equal. 

There does not seem to be a close relationship between 

proPortion of migrants in various divisions of N .c .o. and. level of 

education. 

Education Differentials among migrants and non-migrants 

The migration of talent from one part of the country to 

another and from rural to urban areas has been a subject of interest 

to researchers for a long time. The educational selectivity of 

migration streams could have substantial effects on both the sending 

and receiving areas if it continued for a long time,, if migration 

rates were high and if selectivity was of sufficient magnitude. 

Analysis of educational differential among migrants and 

non-migrants is very essential for understanding the mechanism of 



rural'push' and urban 'Pull' but unfortunately the data do not 

Permit to Probe into this very important aspect of migrants in 

detail. Because of the limitations of the data only four metro

politan cities have been analysed. 

' . 
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In Calcutta and Greater Bombay the illiterates are almost 

the same among migrant and non-migrant. The Percentage of migrants 

remains almost equal up to Hr.Sec./Mltric but in case of technical 

education Bombay and Calcutta differ very much. In case of Calcutta. 

the migrants have less proportion while they override non-migrants in 

Bombay. In Delhi migrants have superseded non-migrants in all levels 

of education except in technical education. In Madras, p~oPortion of 

highly educated persons both technical and non-technical get selected. 

Tne causes of higher levels of education among migrants have been 

discussed. earlier. 

Perhaps the most important reason may be that we have 

analysed only life time migrants who may have received their higher 

education after migrating to these cities. As has been said earlier, 
~ . ~ 

the analYt:;i;s of education differentials is very important but because 

of paucity ·of data, it could not be carried in detail. It is 

proposed to analyse the educational differentials more extensively 

in further research· work. 

Su~estions for future mrk 

The Present study is an atte~pt to analyse the migration 

into Indian cities which is the most comPlicated asPect of 
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urbanization by certain crude statisti09.1 tools. In doing this 

some of the shortcanings and the imperfections are s,elf evident • 

The most serious limitation:· of this study is that the available 

data used here iieal only with the characteristics of life time 

rnigrants at destinations and thus giving only half of the Picture 

of migration. In order to complete the picture of migration at 

least, exact place of birth of origi~f migrants is necessary so 

that its available characteristic could be found from other sources. 

As has been stated earlier there should be a functional 

classification vb.ich distinguish the :cities of aapitAl intensive 

technology to the cities of labour intens~ve technology. The 

migration patter~s of the two sets of industrial cities, therefore, 

should be studied separately. 

The low level of litexacy pose another problem in finding 

out its relative role in the whole process of migration into Indian 

cities. It should also be studied whether outflow of talents from 

baCkward or less Prosperous areas creates imbalances or it helps in 

the overall development of those regions? 

Finally, this study may be considered as a crude attempt 

to analyse the process of migration into Indian. cities with the 

help of secondary data. The researcher suggests that there should 

be some imProvements in the data base of internal migration. The 

data about migrant selectivity (age, sex .. educational attainm.ents 

etc.) should be given along with the characteristics of the 
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non-migrants population in the Oensus in order to tacil1 tate tbe 

analysis of the dynamics of the migratory Process. Tbe researchers 

should also. si.-nul taneously develoP some m-ore powerful analytical 

tools and theoretical framework to accePt the challenges of 

shortages of data on this vital aspect - migration. 
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APPENDJX.l. 

Cities \'11th dOminant industrial functions and low service (GroUp 1) 

1. Amt:itsa:r 

2. Tituchirapalli · 

3. Tuticod.n 

4. 114radabad 

5. Asansol 

6. Madura1 

7. Gzeater ·fb.rabay 

a. Nagpur 

9 .• J.udhiana 

10. Howrah 

11. South Dum ·Dum 

12. Ahmedabad 

13 ... Slolepur 

J.4. Malegaon 

15. Bhatpara 

16. Baly 

17. Ulbasnagat 

Ci tie& with dominant lndUatr1al fUrtetions and 
moderate service (GroUp 11) 

1- Slama gar 

2. HublJ, 

3. Agra 

4. Rampur 

a. MirzapUt 
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Appendix-1 contd ••••• 

6. &lntur 

7. Warangal 

a. Elluru 

9. Kurnool 

10. Baroda 

11. Alleppy 

12· Coimbatore 

13. Vel lore 

14. Kolhapur 

15. Kanpur 

16. Thana 

17. Ban galore 

18. Man galore 

19. Jamshedp!-!r 

3). SUrat 

21. SJuth Suburban 

22· Kamarhati 

23. Baranagar 

24. Indore 

25. Jabalpur 

26. Gwalior 

27. Ujjain 

28. Durg 

29. Bhopal 



(iii) 

Appendix-1 contd •••• 

l. 

2· 

3. 

4. 

·s. 
6~ 

7. 

8. 

9. 

..10. 

ll· 

12. 

13. 

14. 

!5. 

!6. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

2). 

2!. 

22. 

23. 

Cities with dominant Service functions 
. and moderate industries (Group III) 

Ban dar 24. Patiala 

Gay a 25. Delhi 

Rajkot 26. Trivandrun 

Jamnagar 27. Garden Reach 

Madras 

ThanJavur 

MyU>re 

Ali garb 

Nellore 

Darbhanga 

Cali cut 

Poona 

Balgaum 
' . 

Jaipu:&.· 

.Udaipur 

Lucknow 

Meerut 

Ran chi 

Sri nagar 

Nasik 

Ahmadnagar 

CUt tack 

J'ullundUr 
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Appendix-1 con td ...... 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

a. 
9. 

10. 

11. 

12· 

13. 

14. 

15. 

!6. 

17. 

lB. 

19. 

20. 

C1 ties w1 th oomin ant Service functions 
and low industry (GroUp IV) 

Kaldnada 

Amravati 

Akola 

Jodhpur 

Kota 

Jhansi 

Vi shakhapatnam 

Bikaner 

Allahabad 

Burdwan 

Hyderabad 

Gauhati 

.Muzaffarpur 

Ernakulam 

Mathur a 

Shahjehanpur 

!ammu 

Pmbala 

Debra Dun 

Patna 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

a. 
9. 

lQ. 

ll. 

12. 

13. 

Cities w1 th mi s<:ell aneou & functions 
(GroUp V) 

Bhagalpur 

Nagareoil 

Varanasi 

Salem 

Kharagpur 

Glrakhpur 

Ajmer 

Vijaywada 

Calcutta 

Bareilly 

Rajamundry 

Saharanpur 

Kclar G;)ld Pleld 
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APPENDIX-II 

Proportion of migrants and their levels of education 

• 
Cities i Percentage 

1 of migrants 
to total 

! Proportion of inigrants vti th 

l educa;t;j.gQal ,attaiomenta , • . 

1 ... 
l. 

2· 
3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 
e. 
9. 
10. 

ll· 
12· 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 

17. 

Amritsar 

~ population 

• 
1 J • ; 
• 

' . ' 
' ' 

... - . 
22.29 

Tir'..tchirapall1 · 38.72 
Tuticorin 43.41 

Moradabad 3).74 

Asansol 38.15 
Madurai 33.56 
G. Bombay 52.47 
Nagpur 42.90 
LUdhiana 33.35 
Howrah 46.00 
s. Dum Du.-n 36.U 
Ahmedabad 49.00 
Sholapur 38.90 
Malegaon 44.3) 

Bhatpara 76.11 
Baly 54.00 
Ulhasnagar 62.35 

Illiterate ! Below Matricf fMatr1c/Hr. 
• and literate 1 Hr. Secondary tSec. and 
I without edU- J :above 
' cat1onal ·• I 
'level~ f ! 

.,~62.89 35.52 2.56 
62.93 34.26 2 .. 75 

73.50 25·.3J l.J.7 
74.39 23.56 2.02 
83.88 10.84 3.2.6 
68.41 2!h35 2·23 
63.74 33•25 3.00 

59.32 37;;04' 3.63 
55.36 4!.55 3.0~ 

76.02 . 2thl3 3 .• 80 
67.38 26.74 5.86 
62.50 35.45 2.05 
71.74 26,.90 1.35 
77 .6() 21.87 0.50 
84.Z) 14.65 1·14 
81 .. 25 15.87 2.88 
68.56 3).25 1.18 
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eontd •••• 
GROUp II 

1 2 3 4 5 

1. Bhavnagal" 26.43 57.34 40.69 1.96 
2. Hubli 38·29 63.44 35.16 1.38 
a. Agra 27.83 79.73 17.82 2.44 
4. &mpur 11.42 75.46 2.1.36 3.11 
5. Mirzapur 26.70 85".11 13.90 0.99 
6. Guntur 51.18 69.49 27.17 3.34 
7. War an gal 33.86 78.47 19·.aa 1.64 
8. Elluru 47.10 68.47 28.64 2.89 
9. Kurnool 34.42 67.03 27.42 5.56 

. 10. Baroda 40 .. 22 53.76 42.58 3.66 
ll. Alleppey 25.58 7!.66 2$.99 2.35 

12· Chimbatore 44~34 6!.47 36.09 2.44 
13. Vellore 34.03 67.60 3).45 1.94 
J.4. i<olhapur 40.51 58.95 38.90 2 • .14 
!5. Kanpur 46.14 76.76 19.07 2.16 
16. Thana 59.20 '52-.o87 43.99 3.13 
11. Ban galore 41.17 75.94 ';KJ.2] 3.77 
J.8. Man galore 34.38 71.26 26.43. 2.29 
19. Jamshedpur 53.00 74.49 22.42 3.09 
2(). So rat 27.27 50.65 47.42 1.92 

21· s.suburban 35.43 64.43 3).46 5.04 
22. Kamarhati 39.15 81.3) 17.33 1.34 
23. Baran agar 35.12 69.32 25.01 5.64 
24. Indore 42.23 83.38 13.74 2.87 
25. Jabalpur 38.28 64.86 32.06 3.09 
26. G.Nalior 41.45 81.73 14.52 3.75 
27. Ujjain 36.33 82.06 !5.:0 2.44 
28• Durg 46.50 70.13 26.16 3.71 
29. Bhopal 47. 2:) 76.56 20 • .1.5 3.29 
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1 2 3 4 5 

1. Ban dar 37.95 67.68 29.70 2.62 
2. Gay a 35.::!!9 77.70 19.79 2.51 
3 .. Rajkot 41.01 41.94 55.~{> 2.40 
4. Jamnagar 3l.9l 57.3) 41.27 1.53 
5. Madras 35.74 56.91 . 38.87 4.22 
6. Thanjavur 41.05 68.94 29.31 1.74 
7. My sore 32.28 59.46 36.!5 4.36 
a .. Aligarh 16.21 83.69 J,3.16 . 3.15 
9. Nellore 37.35 66.48 31.61 1.91 
10. Darbhanga 32.27 74.77 ;23.57 1.66 
ll. Cali cut 52·.2) 69.5J. 28.54 2.96 
12 •. Poona 49.17 58.77 37.43 3.78 
13. Belgaum 33.73 44.83 52.43 2.70 

14· Jaipur 28.42 82.52 13.21 4~23 

15. Udaipur 3:).08 84.36 11.23 4.40 
16 .. J..ucknow aa.ao 65.35 29.72 4~93 

11. Moer4t 35.08 69 .. 72 27 .. 09 3.19 
18. Ran chi 38.78 54.02 33.~31 6.65 
19. Sri nagar 6.25 79·2! 17.59 3.-17 

20. Nasik 55.91 57.52 40.41 . 2.03 

21. Ahmednagar 42.98 60.35 ;g .96 1.67 
22. Cut tack 36.36 74.22 22.69 3.06 
23. Jullundur 27.57 52.32 43.94 3.71 
24. Patiala 41.93 61.07 33 .. 45 5.45 
25. Delhi 39.87 63.35 31.01 5.60 
26. Trivandrum 32.08 54.18 37.11 8~70 

27 .. Gax:denRea ch 33.47 93.2! 5,.25 1.54 
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1 2 3 4 

l. Kakinada 41.69 61.?9 35.41 2.80 

2· Amraoti 48 .. 83 ss.56 42.14 2.28 

3. Akola 5!.41 57.16 41.25 1.56 

4·. Jodhpur 21.46 84.28 '13~61 2.09 

5. Kota 42.24 85.34 12.26 2.36 

6. Jhansi sg·.o7 72.61 25.44 1·92 

7 .. Vi shakhapatnam 4.1.61 61.01 33.52 5.43 

fh Bik.aner 21•49 79.76 !6.95 3.26 
9. Allahabad 31.49 65.45 24.32 .10. 23 

10. Burciwan 27.72 77.19 !9.88 2.91 

11. Hyderabad 25~01 67'!95 27.79 4.2.8 

12. Gauhati 45.41 63.JD 33.07 4.00 

13. Muzaffarpur 48.26 73.16 21.68 !>.15 

14. Ernakulam 2#.64 60.10 33.59 6.31 

15. Mathur a 36.44 . 73.34 23.81 . 2.84 

16. Shahjehanpur 26.45 70.32 27.31 2.36 

17. Jammu 48.31 11.56 19.53 2.88 

!8. tmbal a 41.72 52.28 44.'8 3.41 

19. Dehra Dun 39.86 66.31 3:).75 2.93 

Z). Patna 40.21 68.88 2~).0() 6.U 
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Proportion of migrants in various occupational 
categories for each ci. ty by fUnctional g.roups 

C1 ties ·1Propo rtion of m1 gt"ant f Pxopo rtion of 
.m rker$ in o ccu.pation- .. · • • · · 

1.: hnritsar. 

2• Trichurapalli 

3. Tuticorin 

4. Moradabad 

5. Asansol 

6. Madurai 

7. G. £bmbay 

a. Nagpur 

9. Ludhiana 

lO.Howrab 

11.:$, Dum Dum 

l2··Ahmedabad 

l3·Sholapur 

14.Malegaon 

l5•Bhatpara · 

16. Baly 

17 .Ulhasnagar 

lil ca1eQ.Q.,l;;Ln . , , · , Worlt!!t. siWorkers JWorker• JNon-
I l. II ; ni n di vi"'" .· engaged tin Il~ .I_, rk• I .· ,. I ron X ~~ I;:J:!e- rrs 

9.10 

12.19 

a.s4 

5 .. 96 

10.25 

.8.77 

10.86 

ll •. 74 

5.:78 

8.06. 

25•04 6s.aa o.o.i 
29.:50 58»22 0.:03 

23·~ 67.;08 0.50 

26·92 62.:42 0•13 

29 •97 . 02.t68 

a7 .. 95 61.77 

24.52 66.63 

24.01 65;12 

24.88 63.33 

23•12 70.-2) 

34.:09 56.:82 . 

a:> ,;84 72.90 

15•35 78.48 

13•27 83.14 

12.:65 84.43 

l7.o6 77.96 

39.04 51.:43 

" 

1.35 

o.o3 
o.o6 

0·81 

0·99 

o.ol 

-
0•12 

0.24 

0.49 

o.1a 
o.'9 
0.57 

N.A. 

o.21 
0•1.4 

1·39 

0.36 

43-.29 56·21 

36.44 62.77 

42.55 51.o7 

29.o93 69.49 

45.34 54.46 

42.03 5,7. 70 

53.-6o. 46 .. 26 
· 42.55 56 .o1 
40·13 59.49. 

50.53 49.43 

36.86 63.04 

43.54 56.36 

44.62 54.46 

48.37 49.79 

51.14 48.83 

51.21 5().87 

38.14 61..66 
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-~·~ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1· Bhavnagar 9.~ 28.98 61.38 o.oa 0·22 34.70 65.07 
2. Hubli 9.34 21·02 66.73 1.87 1.85 34.3) 63.83 

3. Agra 21.54 26.94 f£). 37 1 • .15 0.14 33.88 65.96 
4. Rampur 13.48 19.22 67 .28· o.o1 1.'0 «).39 58.34 
5. Mirzapur 11.51 24.84 63.64 - 1.34 33.75 64.9.1 
6. Guntur 9 .. 95 17.26 73.69 o.oa 1.54 44.29 54 • .16 
7. War an gal 8.3) 2).0.2 71..62 0.05 3.37 38.87 57.76 
a. Elluru 11.25 24 .. u 64.62 - 3.15 34.80 62.05 

9. Kurnool 12.26 24.!3 63.59 0.02 4.03 38.85 57 .!2 
!O.Baroda 12.8! 29,50 57.6$ 0·02 o.so 35.63 63.87 
ll.Alleppey 13·11 19.84 66 .. 41 o.62 1·19 ~.77 59.03 
12. Coimbatore 10.52 24.91 64.35 0.2) o.62 45.94 53.44 
13. Vellore 14.35 24.76 60.87 o.o2 o.9S 36.51 62.51 
14.Kolhapur 15.18 26.47 59.34 - 3.15 33 .. 28 63.57 
15.Kanpur 9.99 19.41 68.84 1.76 0.35 45.15 54.50 
16. Thana 10.52 3).59 58.69 0.17 o.19 42.04 57.16 
17. Bangalo re 16.29 22.13 6o.4l 0.52 1.26 42.86 55.87 
18 .Mangalo re 10.77 .18.07 71.01 0.11 0.99 47.82 51.17 
19. J'asnshedpur 7.71 . 17.70 74.00 0.59 o.3J 46.ao 52.89 
a>.Surat 9.12 22.09 68.74 o.o4 o.o6 42.12 57.75 
2l.S.Suburban 9.73 32.54 56.18 l.78 N.A. 31"71 68.12 
22.Kamarhati 3.50 2).03 75.45 o.62 N.A. 38.97 6o.98 
23. Baranaga:r: a.o6 27.35 63.53 1.02 N.A. 37.3) 62.70 
24.lndore JD.35 26.18 63.31 o.I6 o. 2.8 40.75 58.97 
25.J'abalpur 23.47 18.26 58.12 0.14 1.27 43.11 55.6J 

· 26.Gwalior 15.52 26.12 58.3) 0.04 2-24 38.48 6() .. 6~ 
21 .Ujjain ., 

10.89 23.69 66.05 o.35 o.12 40.03 59.~ 

aa.Durg 7.3) 17.77 74.81 0.10 1.67 54.29 44.o: 
29.Ebopal 22·50 19.3) 58.2) - - - -
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~ A•;~; 

1 J ' ? B 

l. Bandar U.44 1.1. 25 67 •. ~ - 4.17 34.79 61.04 

2· Gay a 13.42 28.74 56.93 0.89 1.87 32.44 65.69 

3· Rajkot 11.44 31.31 57 • .18 o.o6 0.63 33.91 65.45 
4. Jamnagar J.3. 28 26.15 6o.54 0.02 0.42 37.73 61.84 
5. Madras 13.34 31~91 ' 54.49 0.25 o.o4 42 • .10 57.86 
6. Thanjavur 15.58 3:> .• 02 54.28 0.12 2.33 31.18 66.48 
7. Mysore .18.16 28 .. 52 52.55 0.72 o.7s 32.17 67.06 
a. Ali garb 23.77 17 .. .16 57.93 0.12 0.95 28.09 70.96 
9. Nellore 12.37 27.31 6o.22 0.09 2.74 38.91 58.35 

10. Uarbhanga 15 .. 19 16.80 67.83 '0.17 2.03 32.58 65. :J) 

11. Cali cut !3.44 2).09 65.47 1.01 . 0.28 44.09 55.63 
12. Poona 13.02 28.31 58.66 - 0.87 38.29 6o.83 
13. Bel gam 13.96 29.40 46 .. 95 9'.69 1.16 35.38 62.84 
14. Jaipur 15.45 34.76 48.98 0.68 N,A. 38.14 6!.77 
15. Udaipur 17.05 24.82 56.54 0.54 N.A. 40.27 58.69 
16. Lucknow a>.29 3).62 48.96 0.12 0.34 40.54 ·59.1.0 
11. Meerut 3).51 213.77 3).66 1.07 o.5J. 40.55 . 58.94 
1.8. Ran chi 17 .6o 29.75 !H.64 0.9-9 1.75 37.62 60.62 
19. Sri nagar 12.60 19.09 68.00 ·- - 35.31 64.69 
2(). Nasik 12.78 28.55 58.59 O•ll 1.92 36.2). 61.87 
21. Ahmadnagar. 25.19 24.16 50.58 Q.;05 1·27 36.92 6!.80 

22· Cuttack 5.03 3).36 63.75 o.79 o.6a 37.26 62.04 
23. Julluodur 13.45 ';9.57 56.91 o.oa o.65 36~72 62.61 
24. Patiala 19.29 29.25 52.11 .... 0.90 37.41 6.1,.66 
25. Delhi !2.08 35.34 52.36 0.18 0.19 41.92 57.87 
26. Trivandrum 22.34 27.71 49.99 0.95 0.54 40.77 . 58.69 
27. Garden Reach 15.2) 28.2) 56.6() ·-· - .. -
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.. GROUP IV 

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1. Kaldnada 18.37 2}.31 52 .. 35 0.03 1.31 27 .. 12 71.57 

2· Amravati 14.09' 31.12 54.56 0.21 4.13 34.08 61.79 
3. Akola 12.05 3).53 57.41 - 2.94 36.32 6().74 
4. Jodhpur 18.63 26.29 52.16 2.88 N.A. 36.21 63.71 
5. Kota 19.68 27.62 $1.98 o.69 N.A. 40.2) 58.43 
6. Jhansi 32~65 14.33 51.24 1.79 0.15 40.21 59.64 
7. Vi shakhap atnam 19.6o 22·62. 57.64 0·13 o. 'Sf 36.06 63.56 
a. B:i.kaner 14.67 . 25.22 56.35 3.10 N.A. 35.04 64.68 
9. Allahabad 22-19 22·36 52 .• 52 2.91 0.47 40.69 58.84 

10· Burdwan 9.75 39.35 48.72 2.12 N.A. .33.21 66.46 
ll· Hyderabad !6.01 27.72 56. a') o.o6 o.6s 41.42 57.95 
12· Gauhati ll.l6 3:>.51 55.95 . 2.38 o.aa 51.95 47.77 
13. Muzaffarpur 13.03 34.78 48.66 3.51 0.89 35.54 63.56 
14. Drnakulam 18.72 24.06 55.96 1·20 0.71 38.62 6().66 

15·. Mathur a 33.29 23.42 43.05. 0·25 0.21 35.57 64.22 
'. 

16. Shahj ehanpur . 32.92 26.75 40 .. 22 0.12 0.66 31.21 68.13 
17. Jatrmu 8.03 26.76 65.15 - .. ~.93 59.75 
16· Arnbala 48.14 18.10 33~72 ·- 0.25 43.98 55.76 .. 

19. Dehra Dun 25.34 27.76 46.84. o.o6 0.43 4Ch39 . ·65.34 
3). Patna 14.74 27.10 56.38 1.84 .1.55 40.43 58.02 

' 
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APPENDIX-IV 

The relevant extract fxom the National Classification 

o·f Occupations for Divisions and Groups is reproduced below 

to help the reader to ascertain the descriptions or references 

of 01 visions occurring in thi a study. 

QAVls:tQN 0 

Professionals, Technical and related w.')rkers consi at 

of Architects, Engineers, SUrveyors, Physicists, 

Chemists, Geologists, other Physical Scientists, 

biologist, Vetarinarians, Agronomists, Related 

Scientists, Physicians, Surgeons, Dentist, Nurses, 

Pharmacists, .M.edi cal and Health Techni c1 an s, teachers, 

Jurists. Social Scientists, Artists, Writers, Related 

Y'Jo rkers, Draughtsmen, . Sc~ence and Engineering 

Technicians and other Professional. Technical and 

Related Workers. 

Dl'llilON I 

4. 

Administrative, Executive and Mal1ager1al Workers 
- ~:::--.....-

, . 
consist of Acbinistrators and Executive Officials 

, ·•. 

of Government, l>l:tec;tors and Managers of Whol~sale and . . . ~ ~ 

Retail Trade, Directors, Managet·s and Working Proprietors 

of Financial Institutions, Directors, Managers and 

Working Proprietors of others. 



ClGrieal and Related Workers ... 

consist of Ebok Keepers, Cashiers, Stenographers. 

typists, Office Machine Operators, Clerical Workers 

and Unskilled Office. Workers. 

Sales Workers ... 

consist of Working Proprietors of Wholesale and 

Retail trade, Insurance and Real Estate Salesmen, . 

Sales-men of Securities. and ~rvices and Auctioneers, 

Commercial travellers and Manufacturing. Agents, 

Salesmen, Shop Assistants and Related Workers, 

Money Lenders and Pavll Brokers. 

1.06 

Farmers, Pishe!lllen, Hunters. I.Dgge.rs ·and Related Workers

consist of fanners and faxm managers (excluding families 

400- cultivators (owners) and 401- cultivators

tenants. PaDm WOrkers {excluding family 414- Agricultural 

Lablurers), Hunters and Related Workers, fishermen and 

Related Workers, lOggers and other forestry \J.Orkers. 

I 

Miners, Quarrymen and Related 'v.orkers. Miners and 

quarrymen, well drillers and Related VIOt:kers, Minteral 

Treaters, Miners, quarr}rmen, and Related Workers. 
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~vJ.s1on 6. 

vVorkers in· Transport and Communication Occupations -

consist of Deck Office:rs, Engineer Officers and Pilots 

of the Ship, Deck and Bngine.room ratings (ship) Barge 

Crews and Boatsmen, Aircraft Pilo·ts, Navigators and 

flight Efigineers, Drivers and Firemen of Railways. 

Dr1 vers of Road fran spo rtt ·Conaucto rs, Guards and 

Brakesmen of Railways., Inspectort, SUpelvisors. Traffic 

Controllers and Dispatchers of Transport. Telephone, 

Telegraph and Related Tel~Communication Operators. 

Postmen, and Messengers, Workers in Transport and 

COmmunication Occupations. 

Craftsmen. Pxoduction Pxocess Workers and Lal:;ourers, 

not else~ere classified -

consist of the largest number of groups- Spinners, 

Weaverss Krli tters, Dyers and R~lated Workers, Tailors. 

Cutters, Furriers and Related Workers, Leather CUtters, 

Lasters and Sewers and Related Workers, Furnacemen, 

~llers, Drawers, Moulders and Related Metal Making 

and treating W)rk.ers, Precision lostrument Makers, 

Wateb Makers, Jet.rvellers and related Y«>rkers, Tool 

makers. Mach1ni sts, plumbers, welders. platers and 

Related workers, Electricians and Related Electrical 
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and Electronics Workers, Ca:rpentere and Related Workers, 

Painters and Paper Hangers, Bricklayers, Plasterers and 

Construction Workers, Cbmpositors, printers, Engravers, 

Bookbinders, etc. Potters, Kilnmen, Glass and Clay 

fo:IDers and Related Workers, Millers, Bakers and Related 

food and Beverage Workers, Qlemical and related process 

vcrkers, Tobacco preparers and products makers, craftsmen 

and production process w:,rkers, Testors; packers and 

sorters, Lifting equipment operators, etc, and Labourers 

DiviQ.gQ 2 

n.e.c. 

Service, Sport and Recreation Workers -

consist of Fire fighers, policmen, Guards 9nd Related 

V«.>rkers, househkeepers, cooks, maids an~ related v.orkers, 

wai tors, Building caretakers, cleaning and related 

v.orkers, Barbers, Hairdressers, Beauticians and Related 

WOrkers, Launderers, Dry Cleaners and pressers, Athletes, 

Sportsmen and Related Workers, Photographers and Camera

operators, Service, Sport and recreation Y.orkers. n. e. c. 

Workers not classified ·by OccUpation -

consist of w::Jrkers without occupations, \I!Prkers 

repofting occupations unidentifiable or unclassi fiable 
i 

an~' vo.orkers not reporting occupations. 
i 

i 
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